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ABSTRAcT

Thi purpose pf this practicum was to'nse a peer tutoring program de7

veloped-by-the-Nava participanttotafie the reading level of a selected

group of low-achieving students at Harry Stone Middle Scho,l. The prac-

ticum objective was two-fold: (a) raise the grade equivalent scores of

at least 60 percent of both tutee and tutor experimental groups by eight

inonths, and (16 find greater gains in the experimental gretup than in a

similar control group with the .05'level Of.significance as critical.

Instructional Facilitator, volunteer faculty, and the ndcessary hard-and

toftware were available! The Gates-MacGinitie Reading Teti (GMRT) and the

lawa Tests of Basic skill (ITBS) were used lor pre-and posttesting. The

practicum was not-,successful As implemented according to the established.

criteria. However, ts atesult of the project at Harry Stone School, the

tutoring program in the Dallas independent School District (DISD) is being

revised to meet demonstrated needs and four additional professionals have

been added to the staff,of the DISD Instructional Facilitator-Tutoring

programs.
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ODUCTION

Harry Stone Middle School is an all-black sixth-and seventh grade

school the Dallas Independent School District (DISD). Testing and

observation revealed and provoked concern about the low reading level

exhibited by Harry Stone School students. It was, therefore, decided

that a peer tutoring program would be inaugurated with selected students

at the'school to see whether it =ould have a positive effect, improving

the student reading levels.

An experimental tutor section was selected to tutor low abilliy

readers in an exprimeql section. Two sections of coliparable reading

ability students were selected to actAs control groups for each of the

two experimental groups.

The particIpants iere not randomly selected. They were placed in

whichever group was meeting at the time of their language arts class.

These ptudents were then=placed in tutor-tutee sections according to the

scores they made on the Informal Reading Inventory Test developed by

Houghton Mifflin (see example 2). Half of the highest ability readers in

the school were designated as tutor control group: the other half became

the tutor experimental group. Half the students reading on the second and

third grade level (low ability) were placed in the tutee control group,

while the other half becane the tutee experimental group.

A t-test was run after the pretest had been administered to deter--.0

mine the equality of groups. There Were no significant differences in

the group_ at the beginning of the practic Analysis of CoVariance

ii
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was chosen as= the statistical design to compare the mean ge_ns :e: een

the experimental and control sections. This design allowed for any

chance differendes in groups as well as making adjustments for any section

that might havethe ability to learn faster than others. It also added

strength to the statistical analysis of the practidum.

After receiving instructions from the DISD instructional Pacilitacor

Tutoring Programs and from two volunteer project teachers, each tutor WaS

paired with a tutee and worked with hlm or her on a one-to-one basis.

Programmed material was used. The material consisted

phonics drill, word drill, reading kits

thinking skills.

After the posttest was

f taped lessons,

comprehension worksheets, and

administered, product evaluation was made in

five areas: (a) individual gains of participants in the experiMental

groups mere checked to determine if 60 percent of the students had in-

Greased their grade equivalent scores by eight months or more; (b) the

Analysis of Covariance was calculated to determine if ehe mean raw scores

f the experimental groups had increased sig ificantly ove the scores of

the control groups, and the .05 level of significance was chosen as the

critical point; (c) the scores of-the tutor and tutee experimen groups-

were compared to determine which group had received the greatest benefit

from the prac icum; (d) a har-rative report was received from each of the

project teachers describing or her reactiOn to the project; and

each of five randomly selected tuto s and tutees in the experimental groups

submitted a narr.tive report outlining their individual reactions to the

project.

iii
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PLANNING AND-IMPLEMENTING A PEER TUTORING APPROACH
TO DIDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION TO IMPROVE

READING ACHIEVEME

4 _
By R. T. Patterson, Jr.

IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEM

District Needs As essment Data

The Dallas Independent School District (DISD) tests the District's

inner city Title I student population biannually through a systemwide

testing program and publishes the testing data in an annual series report

called Performance Profiles. The District's commit ent of accountability

(including reading performance) is indicated in the following quote:

The Performance Profiles are one indicator of the Di;trict's
cannitment to a policy of accountability to parents and the
public through a systematic reporting of the educational pro-
cesses and products of the DISD.2

1Principal, Harry Stone Mihdle School, Dallas; Texas sixth and
seventh grades, with an enrollment of three hundred fifty .students.

2Department of Research, EValUation and Information Systems, Dallas
Independent School District, Performance Profiles, 1974-75, South Oak
Cliff Attendance Area, arades-T-T; 6, Report No. 75-513.



DISD Research Report No. 75-513 contained testing data for Harry

Stone Middle School's sixth grade students for 1974-75. (The data

grades two, four, and six but Harry Stone School has only sIxth and seventh

graders.)

Measurement profiles summer zes the charts shown in the 20 volume

Performance Profiles and gives an excellent e::planation of how to enter

pret the profile charts. To quote from the report:

The ten groups in the decile distribution are constructed so
that 10% of the students from the large-city norm group will
fall i=o each category. The column on 'Ale far left gives
the percenile r.A.nge (%R): for each'group. Thus, reading
across the table,'the first column gives the large-city-norm
group decile distribution and each succeeding column shows
the percent of District students, by school, that ara in that
range.

The quartile distribution is constructed so tLat the District
distribution is divided into quarters by the quartiles. That
is, at "Q3", 75% of the District students scored below Q3 and
25% scored above it. "Ifi is the median, or 50th percentile,
where half of the District students were above and half were
below. "Qi" is the first quartile, where 75% of th6 local
students scored above it and 257. below it. Entries in the
chart yield the percent of the large-city norm group who Fcored
below the particular District school's quartile.

"N" is the number of District students in each school who were
tested.3

Each bar in Chart 1 shows the range between the first (Ql ) and the

third (Q3) quartiles, and the triangle indicates themedian sco e. These

data revealed that the median percentile rank reading level for those

-Ixth-grade students was 8.75, a-figure based on the norm of large ,__ty

3

Measurement Profiles, Fall Testing, 1974, Department of Research,
Evaluation and information Systems, Dallas Independent School District.

1 7
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4

sch-ols. Fifty percent of _he stUdents of _arry Stone School were above

the ercentile rank of 8.75 and 501percent were below.

schoo

\

Although only the sixth-grade of Harry Stone School's fall 1974-75

_ year Was included in the study these sir.th graders became Stone

sev nAl graders. Unfortiately. there\was no reason to think the median

had ch_nged appreciably during the single sChool year.

The Perform ce Projle4 also showed that on the vocabulary subte

-f the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS), the following breakdown applied:

Percentile Range 1-9, 89 students; Range 10-19, 19 students; Range 20-20,

24 students; Range 30-39, 11 students; and Range 40-49, 11 students.

These figures indicated,that55 percent of-the total of 161 sixth-grade-

students were in the percentile range of 1-9. Based on large-City norms,

154 students, or. 96 percent, had'a reading vocabulary in the Percentile

range of 1-49.

On the reading (comprehension) subtest of the ITBS, 87 students

were in the percentile range of 1_79, 19 in the range of 10-19 23 in the

range of 20-29 13 in the range co_

Using large-city norms.for reading, 54 peroent of the students were in the

the range o 4049.

lowest decile. Ultimately, 145, or 90 percent, of the students were in the

percentile range of 1-49.

In summery 55 percent Of the students were in the lowest decile and

96 percent igere in the two lowest 'quartile in reading vocabulary. In com-

prehe'ilsion 54 percent of the students were in the lowest decile while 96

4-Op cit.

2 0



percent were in the two lowest quartiles. These data are based on large-

city norms, which means the students in DISD were compared with large-
.

city student populations that had approximately the same number'of students
r

in the grades being compared.

Consolidated Applièation for Federal Assistance (p. 5A-1 ) published

for the school year 1975-76 indicated sixth graders attending Title I

schools had a mean grade equivalent of 3.5 years. The publication

specified:

These data indicate the need for providing supplemental in-
struction through the utillzation of the Targeted Achievement
in Reading Program to reduce reading defiencies of eligible
ESEA Title I students.5

According to the Elementary-Secondary Education Act (ESEA) guidelines,
o

a student Is eligible for federal assistance if he o she is reading one

or, more years below grade level based on the IowaTestsof Basic Skills

administered in the fall of 1974. The Consolidated Application showed

that 144 sixth graders and 171 seventh graders at Harry Stone fell into

ihe category of needing additional _eading help.6 This point was brought

home to the Harry Stone School in a communication.fro- the TexL_ Education

Agency in November 1975. A letter from them (see Appendix A) stated that

since 93 percent of the Harry Stone students

grade level in reading, all of the studen

were one or more years below

ere eligible to participate

. in the ESEA Targeted Achievemert in Reading (TARP) program.

5
Consolidated Application for Federal Assistance Elementary and

Secondary Education Act, Title 1, 1975-76.

6Ibid, p-5A-45.
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Teacher Obaervation Data

A necessary component in identifying and evaluating the student

reading deficiencies was teacher observatiOn. The teachers of Harry Stone

'confirmed that, from their observations, approximately 90 percent of the

pupils were one or more yea__ below grade level in reading.

Factors Related to the Problem

The teachers observations regarding lack of reading success at

Harry Uone School caused valid concern of the school's faculty and

principal. A Reading Committee composed of the school's seven reading

teachers and the principal met to try to determine the reasons for the

lack of reading skills.

Demographic factors: Demographic factors were considered. Harry

Stone School is an all-black sixth and seventh grade school where 79.18

percent of the students are from loW income families as de-ined by federal

guidelines Although 2,7 or 81 percent, of the students were,on the:free

lunch program during the 1975-76 school year, the geographical aLrea is

nonetheless not considered to be. a= hard-core poverty neighborhood. Single

family zone classification predominates,,with the houses valued from
-

$15,000 to $19,000. Apartments in the community rent from $101 to $150

per month. Lower middle class is the socioeconomic level indicator

commonly assigned. Further demographic data concerning the school and

c unity appear in Appendix B; however, jt was generally concluded upon

consideration of demographic factors that poverty alone was insufficientl

to explain the reading problems.

22
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Environmental and-common-behavioral factors: A variety of other

environmental and behavioral factors were then considered. Several such

behavioral and environmental factor- -ere recognized as being'cOmmon to

mucbt of the student polzknlation of Harry Stone School, and as being potential

contributors to the low reading level of the students.: ,(a) lack'of reading

material at home; (b) probable low importande placed on reading ability by
. z.. .

the plarents; (c) lack of contact with any environment other.fhan their o

(d) frequent absences from school for variong 'reasons, such as lack of

shoes ot Clothes'(the attendance ratio for the past three years averaged
.2_

.90); (e) lack of parental involvement in school activities; ( ) both

overt ani covert rebellion against any authority figure; end '(g) frequent

involvement in discipline problems of various kinds. It was believed that

-each and ali of these factors might be contributive to "lack of motive-

tion" with its concomitant negati.e effects upon reading achievement..

Definition nf the Problem

With the foregoing considerations in mind, then the ultimate prob-

lem or question to be investig4ted in this p actic appeared to be how

to improve the reading level of selected students.

C0NCEPTUALIZG A SOLU7TON

Seleotion_of._a Reading ApproaCh

The Right to Reading, Hoffman Behavioral Rcsearch Laborato ies/

Suilivan'Reading Program (BRL), and Southwest RerAing Laboratory Program

(SWRL) were some of the special reading programs used in the Dallas



Indmpendent School District (DISD). These programs were initiated in
7

-

t he primary grades in 1971. Therefore, the Hqrry Stone School sixth-,

\
grade students were in the second year and the-seventh-grade students

!

were in their first year of the B. R. 1. S!.liivPn supplemental reading

program. As a. result, the faculty could not build on these particular

approaches and skills. After considering v rfous factors, the-Reading.

Committee decided that an individualized instructional approach through

the use of pedr tutors might offer the best solution to the problem of-

how to improve thereading level of students.

In a

Such

recent paper, Bloom stated this hypothesis:

Most students (perhaps over 90 percent) can master
what we haVe to teach_them, and, it is the tasicof
instruction to find the means which will enable our
students _to master the subject under consideration.7

an hypothesis uilderlay the committee's basic assumption that

eackstudent could benefit fromand deserved
A

dividual needs.

instruction tailored tiein-

Carl R. Rogers made the following assumptions about learners.:

1. Human beings have a natural .a:171ti211.12_1(it_learniag:

2. Significant learning takes-place when the subject
takes place when the subject matter is perceived
by the student as having relevance to his own pur-
poses.

Much significant learniug is acouired_throngh doir

Learning.is facilitated when 'Oil student participates
responsibly in the learning process.8

7-Bloom "Learning for Maste " Evaluation comment, Vol. 1, No.
May, 1968.

8
-Rogers, "The Facilitation of Significant Lparning," Instruction--

Some Contemporary_Viewpoints, ed.-Lawrence Siegel, Chandler'Publishing

A
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The first :wo assemptions buttressed th e-co ttee's own.., The last

two lent'support to their consideration of a peer tutoring program.

Allen and Feldman had this to say about tutoring:
a-

Tutoring has lopg been acknowledged as,a..:method for .
providing indiVidualized instruction for'.enhancing
the performance of.students needing,personal help with
their school work.9

This and-similar published opiniqps regarding tutoring led the
:

committee to believe that peer tutoring would be a good choice,in

selecting a method of individualized instruCtion inreading. Conseouently

a tutoring progr as developed which provided for the Individual needs
a

of selected/students and'catered to their strengths as demonstraied by

battery of tests. The groups were composed of,aPprOximately 100 selected

students--50 in each of the control and experimental groups. The students
A

not chosen for the experimental group continued in the,non-graded Houghton

Mifflin Reading Series with supplemental help from the B. R. L. Sullivan

program as a supplement.

An evaluation,proCess must be conceptualized when thinking of.a,

soldtion to a problem. The evaluation is explained in detail later in

the paper. To snarize it: (a) the purpose of the practicum was to

, raiSe the reading levelnf 60 per ent of the students in the experimen al

group by gight mOnths as determined by pre-and posttest grade equivalent

scores; (b) there will be no difference in the gains of the experimental

9Vernon L. Allen, and Robert S. Feldman, "Learning Through Tutpring:
Low-Achieving Children as ors," Journal_of Ex.erimental Education,
Vol. 42, No. 1, Tall,'1973.



and control groups at the .05 level of significance based on pre-and

po ttest raw scores; (c) a comparison of achievement will be macle to

determine if the experi ental or the control groups will make the larger

gain; (d) a narrative reaction of the teachers to the project will be

given; and (e) narrative reactions from five randomly selected students

from the experimental groups will be used.

All the students who participated in the prOgram, both the expe

mental and control grcups, were from Harry,Stone School, so the per-
,

,mis ion of The Developmtnt Cotincil was not 1.i essary. The DISD

Instructional Pacilitator-Tutpring Program was contacte5 for his help

.and guidcince in planning and implementing the project. The DISD budget

-for tutoring was used to purchasematerials and equipment'needed for the

program.. Since the DISD is coMMitted to the imhovement of reading,

-tli6re was no difficulty in receiving the endorsement and assistance of

. the InStructional Facl.litato Tutoring P-gram.

DEVELOPING-A PRACTICUM DESIGN

Selection_of articipants and,Gtonp

p.

TeSchers. Tea&hers who wer- interested In a peer tutoring program

%

and who volunteered to participate in the program we e available at Harry

Stone, School. Two teachers with no,specialized courses in reading but who

had taught reading in the regularlangdage ares clases were chosen to,

conduct the program.
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Random_snmpling was not feasible because of the manner

in which studtnts were placed in sections and the organization of class

schedules. Before school began in the fall, the principal made a

d_ision d- ermihing the numbezof sections needed for each grade. When

the aumber of sections had been determined, all enrollment cards for ,ach

grade were arranged in de§cending 'order of a hievement as indicated by,

the latest cáre on-.the Iowa.Tests of Basic,-Skills (ITBS). The first

card went to 6A, for example, the second went to 6B; and so on-through

6G. The process was repeated until all cardS had beer placed in a sec-

tion. This method assured a heterogenous grouping within sections.

Regarding the similarit: of the groups, a question was raised by the

writer, the DISD Department of ResearCh; Evaluation, and Information

,Systems (R 64*E), and NoVa University. The groups in the practicum werft

as similar as availability permitted. Th assignment of treatment to one

group or the other 14-Eta random and unaer the control of the principal and

die/teacher committee. However,, the individuals'in the groups had not

-been randomly selected; they had been assigned according to reading achieve-

ment by the p o-cess described immediately above.

Since the lack of random selection did provoke,s, question as to the

validity of comparing the groups, it war-, ary to explore further the

extent df their similarity. To this end :he pretests were employed as

sources of information. By running a t-t It of tha data provided by the

pretest itCould be determined if there were any s gnificant differences

in the groups at the beginning, of the prac! rn. The t-test was
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calculated based on the pretest raw scores on the Gates-MacGinitie

Reading Tests (GMRT) as'..ellas the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS) in

.- the area of vocabulary and comprehension. Appendices C through N show

the raw scores as well as the calculations to Jgte-mine ale absolute t

when,comparing the experirPntal and control groups in each catego7y.

The t-tests showed that there were no'significant differences between

the control and experimental groups. Though there had been no random

assignment of students to groups, there were no significant differences in

pretest scores.

This analysis of raw scores satisfied the writer, the DISD R & E D

pa tment,.and Nova University that the 0Wwere no significant differences

in pretest scores and that the groups'were indeed similar.

Having thus determined tht experimental and control groups, the next

step was to schedule their instrution time.

Instructional units were taught in'biocks of time. The schedule of

spec fied time blocks appears on the next page. (Example 1) Language

Arts classes were two-hour period-- the first hour was spent on reading,

the second hour on other aspects of language arts. Each Language Arts

teacher taught more than one section. For instance, Teacher A hAd section

GA f,r15'm 8:30 to 10:30 and section GB from 10:30 to 12:30. During the fi-st

hour of the Language Arti periods, however, Harry Stone became non-graded,

a

and students were assigned -to reading teachers according to reading achieve-
.

ment level. Thus Teacher A had only thote students in GA who fell within:,

' the reeding'levei dhe was assigned during that reading hou ' the remainder

of her reading students were from othe tIons.

2 8
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The reading levels for all students were letermined early in

September by use of the Informal Reading Inventory Test, a placement

test put out by Houghton Mifflin Company for the purpose of determining

at which level in the Houghton Mifflin readers a student should start. A

copy of an Individual Pupil Summary Sheet and of an Informal Reading In-

ventory sheet appear on pages 15 and 16.

The principal and the two project teachers decided to use Level-6,

Level-7,ansi Level-12 ( -d above) readers as the participants in the prac-

ticum. They furthcr decided to designate the Level-6 and-7 readers at

i10:30 as the tutee experimental group. Th- Level-12 (and above) readers.

at 8:30 thus,became the tutor control group for the advanced readers,

while the Level-12 --d above) group from the 10:30 period became the

experimental tutor group.- In sho t, the experimental groups met at 10:30

each day, the control group at 8:30, as the followIng chart shows

Tutee

Tutor

Records and data were kept on approximately 25 students from each of

t7o expe-imental'groups and from each of the two control groups. This made

Experimental

10:30 Leve1-6, Level-7

10:30 Level-12 -__-_d above)

14

Control

8:30 Level-6, Level-7

10:30 Level-12 (and above)

a total of approximately 100 students participating in the project; more

precisely, 102 students began the program, and 93 students completed the

program.

.Example,2 - Individual Pupil Summary Sheet - Houghton Mifflin Co. removed (We
to copyright restrictions.



Name
Basal Reader
*Words asked for in silent reading

EXAI'VLE 3

INFORMA EADING

*Total words missed

Cr
3

and
Up

Or
2

VENTO

- Date
No. o Words in Selection

*Words rniss,.d in oral

16

S ENT REr DING CHECK LIST:
Moves lips without sounding
Whispers
Points with fingers
Bobs head (pointing!)
Holds book too close

_Holds book too Far away
Appears tense
Moves head from side to side

_Reads slowly
Is restless

*To al words n
*Total oral and si

WORD AN YSIS CHECK LIST:
__1-c in knowledge of letter names

nad, -late in association of
le,,,L name with the sound
the letter represents
Unable to 'do initial con-
sonant substitution
Unable to do final eo
sonant substitution
_Unable to do vowel substitu _n

Unable to recognize the
root word
Unable to recognize prefixes:
Unable to recognize suffixes

*List prover nainc and repeats if hey occur, but do not count Ill Effi:115.

=Be governed hy the child's natural fluw of speech to determine this,

3 2

ORAL READING CHECK LIST:
Reads word-by-word

_Phrases inappropriately
Mispronounces excessively
Enunciates poorly

monotonous voice
=Pitches voice too high

__Is tense or nervous
Repeats excessively
Fails to keep the place
Has inadequate sight vocabu,ary
Guesses incorrectly from context

_Reads slowly#
Reads too fast#
Skips words
Adds words
Does not try unknown words
Controls breath poorly
Points with fingers (Watch Thumb:

_Bobs head (pointing!)
ignores word endings
Ignores word errors -and reads

_Does not demand meaning
_Makes reversals

COMPREHENSION:
Veak in noting d ils

Weak in getting ma n ideas
Unable to make inferences
Unable to draw conclusions
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Table 1 shows the actual numbers and allocations of students partii -

pating in the project at the beginning and end of the school year.

TtLBLE 1

Number of Students Participating in Practicum

Groups Beginning of
Practicum

End of
Practicum

Tutor Experimental 26 24

Tutor Control ,8 26

Tutee Experimental 24 21

TUtee Control 24 22

Total Number of Students
Participating 102 93

The number of the Tutor Expeirimental Group decreased by two, the

Tutor Control Group by two, the Tutee Experimental Group by three, and the

Tutee Control Group by two. The total participants decreased from 102 to

93, a decrease of nine students. The nine students who did not complete

the practicum transferred from Harry Stone School during the period covered

by the practicum.

Tests Administered_for More Precise Scores

Although the Informal Reading Inventory Test gave a general breakdo-m

in reading levels, a more precise grade score was needed for the purpose

of this precticum. Therefore, during the second week in September, 1975,
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the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS) was given to all students at Harry

Stone School. The ITBS is a part of the DISD syste -wide testing pro-

gram and is mandatory. The ITBS posttest was given the last week in

April and the first week in May, 1976.

During the first week of October, 1975, the teacher in charge of the

control and experimental groups on reading Level-6 and 7 administered the

Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test (GMRT), Primary C, Form 1 The experimental

aud control groups reading on Level-1 and above) used the GMRT, Survey D,

Form 1, as a pretest for vocabulary and comprehension skills. These tests

gave a more accurate assessment of the reaoing level of both the control

and the experimental ups at that time. The same tests were given the

second week in April, 1976, as a posttest.

The DISD designed Survey of Reading Skills (SRS), a criterion re-

ferenced reading test, was also administered. The SRS is a group test

that can bF_ hand scored and is designed to reveal the reading strengths

and weaknsses of each student. The teacher working with the control and

experimem_al groups on reading Levels 6 and 7 administered the SRS, Level

2 during the second week in October, 1975. The teacher working with the

experime.-_tal and control groups on Level 12 (and above) administered the

SRS, Level 6 during the se ond week of October, 1975. The same tests were

administered the second week in April, 1976, as a pos test.

The ITBS and GMRT gave more precise scores than were obtained pr

viously from the Informal Reading Inventory Test. These more precise raw

d grade-equivalent scores were necessary to statistically compare the
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gains made by the control and experimental groups during the course of the

practicum.

Selection aterials

Guided by the results of the tests, conferences with oter teachers,

and recommendations made by the DISD Instructional Facilitator, the two

teachers chose the programmed reading material and decided on the methods

and techniques to be used by the tutors. With regard to the latter, it

was hypothesized that each tutee would improve his/her reading skills if

the individual tutor (a) allowed each tutee to advance at his/her own

rate, (b) concentrated on tutee strengths, (c) mini ized the tutee s

feelinv of failure, and (d) used a zombination of methods to hold the in-

terest and motivate the tutee.

The tutors would be helped by these methods and materials by (a)

concentrating on specific assignments for the benefit of the tutee, (b)

learning patience in dealing with peers less advanced than the tu or,

) being responsible for the gains made by his/her tutee and (d) pre-

paring in advance for the lesson to be presented on that particular day.

Specifications of the methods and techniques used by the tutors are

discussed more fully on pages 28-34; "Training of the Tutors." This

section focuses upon the selection of materials used by the tutors.

The tutors used liste ing centers, tapes, -orkbooks, duplicated work-

sheets and personal interest stories written by tL tutaes themselves to

aid in the development of tutee reading skills. More specifically, the

programmed material chosen consisted of the following: Vebster Tape
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Lessons (WTL), Continental Press Language Skills Kit A (CPL), conti-

nental Press, Reading Skills, Kit A (CPR), Cont:_ental Press, Readings

for Comprehension (CPC), arid Continental Press Reading--Thinking Skills

(CFRT).

Webster Ta e Les (WTL): These lessons are published by Webster's

International Tutoring Systems, Inc., and involve reading in the content

areas. The material consists of 96 cassette tapes along 'th 48 separate

lessons in the subjecc areas of history (geography is combined with

history), math, and science. The tapes proceed chronologically from grade

level two thro

and three were used.

grade level

level.

LX For this practicum, grade levels two

subject had six accompanying lessons for each

The mathematics lessons used at Harry Stone School attempted to

develop specific reading skills by addressing themselves to the lollowing:

Comparisons Perceiving relationships
Sequential order Visualization
Translating words into symbols Drawing conclusions
Translating symbols into words Time relationships
Obtaining information from Relationships in Formulas
tables, charts, and multiple and Equations
word meaning graphs

Word meaning: Technical mathematical terms, abbreviations, literal
numbers, alphabetical symbols, relationship symbols,
and grouping symbols.

The tapes used in developing reading skills by the use of mathe-

matics lesso_ ere:



Grade 2

1. How Little is Big? How
2. Men_'s Way to Tell Time
3. Place Value
4. What is a Set?
5.

6.
=, 0,
Adding Like Things is a
Counting

is Litt].

lrt Cut to

21

ade

1, How We Use Numbers
2. Numbers Tell Time
3. What is a Group in

Mathematics?
4. Whole-Number Re-

lations
5. How Subtraction

Works
6. Multiplication:_ A

Fast Way to Add

The seience le.ssons attempted to develop specific

addressing themselves to the followin

Making Comparisons
Classification
Inductive Thinking
Word Meaaing: Technical

Maps, and
Phrases

reading skills by

Deductive Thinking
Identifying Relationships
Sequential Order

symbols, Diagrams, Formulas, Equations,
Pictures, Non-Technical Words and

The tapes used in developing reading skills by the use of science

lessons were:

Grade 2 Grade 3

1. Water 1. Simple Machines
2. Living Things 2. The Airplane
3. Trees 3. Animals with One Call
4. Science is Big 4. Fishes, Amphibians., and
5. Scientists Reptiles
6. Right 5. Marmials

6. Plants and Animals Need One
Another

The worksheets used to develop reading skills by the ua of science

lessons includes the folldwing:

Grade_2

1. Are crows soared of scarecrows?
2. Is there a dog that doesn't bark?
3. How does the Emperor penguin keep an egg warm?

3 7
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4.
5.

6.

Were chickens ever wild?
Are there bees that don't sting?
How does a starfish see?

7. What is an ant lion?
8. What does a sea horse eat?
9. Can a snake back out of a hole?

10. What do dogs hide?
11. Is there a fish with four eyes?
12. Why did the Indians paint their bodies?
13. What is a panda?
14. What is a jelly fish?
15. What is walking catfish?
16. How many eyes does a grasshopper have?

Grade 3

1. Does a giant redwood tree have 17. Are there man-eating plants?
giant roots? 18. Where can the crossbill be

2. How can a bat fly in the dark? found?
3. Do fish blink? 19. Can an owl move its eyes?
4. What happens to a honeybee 20. Why does a mole dig?

after it stings? 21. Do seals sleep in the water
5. Does it ever snow in the desert? or on land?
6. Does a firefly's light ever go 22. What is a dogfish?

out 23. Do some rabbits turn white
7. How the i-u17fro.j. et_ its in winter?

name 24. How do flying fish fly?
8. Is there y a b a. e? 25. Why.don't polar bears slip

-9. What is on the icrt
10. What i aLche'.- fish? 26. Has the U. S. flag rlways
11. What I. a sviow-eater? been red, white, and blue?
12. Can a ' taste and smell? 27. What ara ant cows?
13. How dii ,vtoriea about mermaids

star:?
28. Are painted turtles really

painted?
14. How do they get s'Aps into 29. What was the elephant bird?

bottles? 30. Do prairie dogs belong to
15. Why do ground hogs c 3 fields? the dog family?
16. Do alligators have a .0 ce? 31. Are goldfish always gold?

'32. How did people get ice in

Specific reading skill; developed

eluded the following:

Recognition of Rhyming Words
Visualization
Compar,sons

the old days?

by the taped history lessons in-

Place and Space Relationships
Making Inferences
Reading Between The Lines



Reading.Maps, Pictures and Char
Sequence'of Events
Time Relationships
Using Maps, Tables, and Charts
Cause and Effect

Grade 2

Making Associations
Chronological Order
Relationships Between Past and
Present

Drawing Concltsions
Anb:lering Specific Questions

1. A home Gives Shelter 7. Our World, the Earth
2. Families Today and Long 8. The Earth, the Sun, and Air
3. The Community 9. The Earth's Water
4. Schools in Early America 10. The Globe and the Earth
5. Our Country's Flag 11. The North Pole, the South
-6. Travel by Land, Sea, and Air Pole and the Equator

12. Maps

Grade 3

FrOm -Logs tp Nuclear Power
Wotld Trade Makes Life Better

7.

B.

Directions on the Earth
How Maps and Globes Are

Inventfon of Wheel Makes Life Different
asier 9. Land and Water on the Earth

4. Inventor" 10. Lakes
5. D splaying the Flag 11. Rivers
6. erica the Beautiful 12. Wind

sis

an2tinentalPressLaitAPL: This material con-

of ten units of duplicating masters with each unit containing 30

aepatate masters. The units are arranged to help pupils gain, step by

'sten, the skills they need for effective

programmed into small steps,

is very

cotmunication. The les ens are

and the sequence for introducing new material

carefully controlled Sufficient practice is providcA for

forcing every Learning axperience. At Harry Stone School, well-planned

reviews were an important part of the

The,following are the unit names

used at Harry Stone School:

Unit 1 Alphabet Skills
Unit 2 Naming Words and their

program.

and the skills they teach

3 9

uta

ich were
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Unit 3 Is, Are, and Doing Words
Unit 4 Describing Words
Unit 5 Capitalization
Unit 6 Telling about the Past
Unit 7 Kinds of Sentences
Unit 8 Using Signals (Punctuation)
Unit 9 Writing Good Sentences
Unit 10 Writing Stories and Letters

ContintillsCPRKit_M This mate ial con-
sists of ten Units of duplicating masters with,each unit containing 30

separate masters. The units are arranged to help pupils gain, step by

_ _
step, the skills necessary to.read Words and sentences. A five-step

Tattern Is used to -introduce and reinforce each letter-sound relation-
.

ship: auditory_discrimination of the sound, writing symbol, P-mbo

sound assocatic visual discrimination, and writing the letter

context of a wor There is also a systematic plan for review as

additional letters and their sounds are presented. Students are given .

npportunities to apply letter-sound Associations in -Isolated words that

name pictures of familiar objects and in words th t are used in short,

meaningful senrences.

The unit names and the skills they teach that were used

School include the following:

Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

DInitial Consonant-6:
2 Initial Consonant
3 Initial Consonant
4 Initial Consonanti:
5 Final,ConsonantS: t,

6 Final 'Consonants: -g,

7 Short Vowels: a, e,
6 Short Vowels: o, u

s,

o,

d,

p,

n,

m,

m,
n,

w,
r,

p,

b,

t,

h,

g,

j,

k.

d,

b
1

k
1,

s, E

Unit 9 Long Vowels: a, 1, o
Unit 10 Long Vowels: u, e

4 0

at Harry Stone
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The CPR kii also includes as irs last step materials labelled The

Sound Way_talias: This material.consists of four taped records

d seven accompanying sound cards. It is designed to teach (a) the

alphabet, (b) long vowels, (c)..short vowels (d) consonants, d (e)

bieuds.

Continental Press, Reading for Comprehension'(CPC): The material

sected,eQ3arry Stone School consisted of four unite of dupli-

cating masters, rwo units for grade level, two and two units for trade

level three. Each unit contained 16 separate masters. The purpose was

provide stimulating materials for practice reading and.to develop

comprehension Skills. To accomplish the firstpart of the gdal, the'

units contained s.4ience-priented topics. Each topic was presented in an

article (300-330 words) written at the appropriate grade level. To

acc1ish the second part of the goal, there were carefully planned ques-

tions following each article to recall factual information, identify topics
;

of paravaphs, distinguish fact and op _Ion, complete an analogy, make in--

ference*, and discover the main idea. Vocabulary enrithment included

questions on shift of meaning as well as the use of context.clues.

gontinental-Presa-Rea_hnkin-SkillsCPRT: The material used'

at Harry StOne. School consisted of four units of'duplicating masters, two

units for grade level two and two units= for grade level three. Each unit
.v

tontained 24 separate masters. The purpose, was to develop critical

thinking skills in reading. The major skill areas eMphasized were

4
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inference, organization, judgment, and image Numerous subskills were

also taught:

1. Generalizing 9. Developing Sensory Imagery
2. Using Multiple Meanings 10. Noting Inconsistencies
3. Substituting Synonyms. 11; Appraising Relevancy of Ideas
4. Interpreting ,Compounds 12. Organizing--Main Ideas, Time
5. /Determining Analogous Re- Ordere

lationships 13. Organizing--Time Order
6. Judging-,-Fact or Opinion 14. Predicting and Organizing
7. JUdging--Character 15. from Context,
8. Judging--Fmotions 16.

,Inferring
Verifying Inferences.

IMPLETING THE FRAcTICW4

Training of Pro:act Teadhers

Once the selection of materials had been made, attention was focused

upon the training of the two project teachers.

The DISD Instructional Facilitator spent two one-hour instructional

seasions with the project teachers, Mk. John Pritchett (tutors ) and -

Mks, Gay Spencer (tutees). In his initial instructions to them, he gave

an.overview of the process and philosophy of
: tutoring. He pointed out

that tutoring is designed t_ take adv tage of instruction in a one-to-

one situation. ALs for per tutoring, he indicated research had shown

1961;,Freidenberg, 1965) that peerpressure is one of the most

,Importantfactors of learning in today's schools. "What better way to

take advantage of peer pressure than to have One student tutor another?"

he asked.

All ways of teaching reading are effective but no one way is effec-

tive with,all students. Students learn in different ways, and,the
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tutoring approach'to reading is a method which allows a student to learn

in a waythat best suits him. For example, the Instructional Facilitator

pointed out the learning, of basic concepts is largely a matter of action

rather than examples and definitions. The-tutoring program allows such

action. In the peer tutoring approach-to reading, the teacher takaa a

passive role. The tutors take an active role. Doing so, they motivate,

the tutees to participate in the activity. Both tutors -d tutees thus

benefit. It is the students and materials used that teach rather than

the project teacher. Simultaneously, the peer tutoring process provides

for the repetition and use of the multisensory approach in learning to

read which has proved to be effective in learning reading skills.

Another point that the Instructional Facilitator emphasized was that'

-the students be allowed "to visit" during tutoring Sessions. Of cou:se

the visiting had to be controlled and not allowed tointerfere with the

Work of an adjoining gronp. Under the program,'however, the stude- s

should be allowed to determine when the visiting shOuld take place.

The Instructional Facilitator then opened the session to question and

answers. Actually there were few questions'because the project teachecs.,

were not familiar enough with-the program to ask intelligent questiol

The questions came after Che program was underway and the teachers were

faced with the problemm encountered in a tutoring situation. 'Fortunately

the Instructional Facilitator was always willing to answer que tions and

took the time to coma to the school to help the program run more smoothly.

At the second session, the Instructional Facilitator explained the

Allochanics of the program, how it would operate once the tutor and tutee

4 3
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came face to face. The project teachers were given prin outs showing the

steps to be taken during the class period. In addition, the Instructional

Facilitator suggested progranned material to be used for the practi um.

As previously noted the project teachers accepted his suggestions. At a

later date he came back and exp ained to theteaChers exactly how the

materials could bast be uSed in the classroom in an actual tutoring

situation.

The Instructional Facilitator ended the second session by saying

that motivation was the Main factor in teaching a child to read. His

rhilosoOhy was the humanistic approach patterned after Carl Rogersl° sel

;actualization. He quoted Rogers as

must "turn his self-actualizer on."

saying that to motivate a student

He adapted Roger

counseling to the tutor-tutee relationship:

1. The tutor
, 2. They must

the tute
3. They must
4. The tutee
5. The tutee

five steps to good

and coordinator must be congruent persons.
provide au unconditional atmosphere of accep ance tc

e.

provide empathy but not sympathy.
must be aware of his problem.
must be aware that

/
the previous four conditions ex st.

Training ofthe Tutors

DISD Instructional Facilitator: The Facilitator spent one hour in-

strUcting the students. Both the DISD Instructional Facilitator

Stone School project teachers contributed to their training.

and Ha

His first

instructions were in general terms. He told the tutors that their role

10
Carl R. Rogers, On Becoming a Person: A Therapist's View of

Psychotherapy, Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1961.
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was to provide encouragement and support to the work done by the tutees.

He explained that they could help tutees develop a positive self-concept

by complimenting them on their appearance, thinking, and school work.

The tutor would show his acceptance of the tutee by listening to what the

tutee had to say. The tutor could also help the tutee develop a positive

attitude by giving him or her tasks that could be performed successfully

and by saying that he or she had performed the task well. No tutor should

criticize a tutee for mistakes but should be receptive to a tutee's efforts

even when mistakes were made.

The facilitator cautioned the tutors about some particular points and

offered them some specific directives:

1. Avoid a patronizing tone and relate to your tutee as an eqt...ul.
2. Avoid thinking of yourself as the one who has all the answers.
3. Don't expect your tutee to show appreciation fdr your efforts

before you have become a friend.
4. Be willing to start at your tutee's level and move at the tu ee's

pace if progress is to be made:
5. Be a good listener and be able to communicate with your tutee.
6. Don't be quick to judge. Many tutees have gone through life

with very little success.
7. Look at your tutee as an individual. His or her differences f om

you make him or her an individual. Viewed in this light, the
differences may appear as strengths.
Don't take advantage of the tutor-tutee relationship to play.
"boy-girl" games. The tutee needs your help.

Prolect teacher: The Project teacher for the tutors spent one hour

each day for four days on further instructions. He told the tutors that

the reason for peer tutoring was that students often learn best from other

students, pointing out the system's many advantages: t provides the

one-to-one relationship many students need in order to learn; (b) it allows

for concentration and repetition in certain areas where the Individual



student needs more attention than could be allotted any individual student

a group class situation; end (c) it improves the tutee's picture of

himself..

The teacher emphasized some of the tn ngs one has to be able to do in
0

order to be a successful tutor: get to know and like the tutee; try to

find out what interests him or her; be aure the tutee succeed --that makes

a tutee feel good about himself or herself, and success hreeds success.

The project teacher also gave the tutors same suggestions for getting

along with their tutees. For example, since what a person is called is

very idportant to him or her, be sure to pronounce any tutee's name the

way he or she wants it said. Each tutor should shoF the tutee thw_ he or -

She i _nteresting as a person. Each tutor should try not be absent or

aate for tutoring sessions. The tutee would,be watching each tutor as an

example, so the tutor should talk to the student in an easy comfortable

way and should listen to what the tutee has to say.

Maklng the suggestions more specific, the project teacher said:

have given you some of the general things 'that will make the
/tutoring program a.success. Now let's see'what we do when we
meet the tutee for the first time. Greet the tutee as t friend.
Spetd the first part _of a session, a whole session, or several
,saasims as needed just talking to the tutee to determinq what,
he likes and dislikes. This will help to get the sessions off
on a friendlY basis. (Pritchett, 1975)

'At this point the tutors were broken do-- ift _ groups of three for

role playing. One assumed the role of the tuLor, another the role of the

tutee, while the third was an observer. The tutor started asking ques-

tions the tutee about what he liked, disliked, etc. The tutee responded

4 6
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and a discussion started. After five minutes the role playing stopped

and the observer gave his impression of how the talks went in light of

what they had been told about making friends with the tutee. The roles

then were shifted. This role playing continued until all had had the

chance to be a tutor, tutee, and an observer.

At te beginning bf the role-playing session, the students were very

self-conscious; but with practice, they soon became more comfortable.

The project teacher then introduced an interest inventory sheet and

explained its use and need. (Description and example appear on pages

40-41). He told the tutors that after they had greeted their tutees and

had talked about their likes and dislikes, they still would need to know

more about the tutee's interests. He said that conversation would give

some clues but that in order to get details an interest inventory sheet

should be completed. Then the tutors could discuss those interests as

ancither means of getting to knOw the tutees better. Filling out the in-

terest inventory sheet would also be a good opportunity to start checking

for spelling, mispronunciation, and so on.

Another role-playing session followed. Gathered in groups of three,

and again playing the roles of tutor, tutee, and observer, each tutor

completed an interest inventory. In addition, the role-playing tutee read

his interest inventory, the tutor commented and corrected any mispronounced

words or spelling. Students playing the role of the tutees sometimes made

mistakes just to see how the tutors would make corrections without appearing

as a "know it all." After five minutes of such role-playing, the observer

47
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gave his or her impression of what hai gone right, what had gone wrong,'

and possible ways of correcting any errors. The role-playing continUed

until each of the three scudents had again: had a chance to perform in

each of the thee roles.

At this point the project teacher started explaining the material,

the abbreViations used on the assignment sheet (description and example
L-

appear On p_ges 3J-41), where the material would be located in the roo

how to use the assignment sheet, and how to use and mark word cards. Ten

tape players had been modified so there were two outlets for headphones.

The students were shown the players and told how to attach and use the

headphones.

Again the:tutors went through a simulation exercise. The "tutor"

went to the filing cabinet for an assignment sheet. The sheet would show,

for example, that the tutee should be working on word list and WTL-H21

assignment; H21 means taped history level 2 lesson 1. The role-playing

tutee called the words from the word list until five had been missed; then

word cards were made. After this part of the assignment was completed,_

the tutor found the tape marked WT1.-H21, together with the worksheets that,

accompanied it, a lesson was simulated. When this was done, ths_A

obberver again commented on what had been done, trying to improve the

approach to the lesson as well as offer constructive criticism about the

"tutor's" way of helping the "tutee." This continued until each of three

students in the group had had the chance to play each role.



The project teacher told the tutors that he realized they would make

mistakes, and .no_ to worry about them. Friday of each week had been set

aside so those problems could bediscussed. Other ideas tutors might have

for particular tutees or lessons could be shared at that time, too.

During the four-hour training period of the tutors by the project

teacher, the importance of taking a positive approach was stressed

purposely. The principal and project te ehers wanted the tutees to expe-

rienee some success. They had exper enced failure often in the past;

their low reading scores were one evidence of this. Cohen added weight

to the positiye approach when he said: "Tolerance for failure is best

taught through providing a background of success that compensates for

experienced failure...."11 They should not be expected to "get everything

right. on the other hand, it was pointed out that the tutors should let

the tutees know that they were expected to show ingreas ng success. To

that end, the tutor was, advised to praise his tutee for any honest suCCess

by saying, "See, I kneW you could do'it," or some siMilar statement. For

exampl ' if the tutee were wrong, the tutor should simply correct him wtth-

out saying he was wrong. Thus, a tutee shown the word "there," might read

it as "that." The tutor shou10,say "there" and ask/the tutee to repeat.

When the tutee says "ihere," he or she is praised and the tutor =Oyes on

ith the lesson. As Bower- and Soar said: "the more supportive the

11
S. Alan Cohen, Teach Them All To Read, New York, Random House,

1969, p. 231.
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climate, the more.the student is willing to share, the more learning will

take place..u12.

Preparat _n of Tutees

During the samo week the project teacher for the tutees explained to

them what was planned. The project was described as a different way to

learn reading, and the tutees were told that the tutors were to be con7

sidared as friends and helpers not as a "boss." The teacher emphasized

that tutees and tutors were to work together in a cooperative effort.

approached the prospect in A positive and encouraging manner to prepare

the tutees emotionally, mentally, and psychologically for the project.

The prospective tutees had many questions, and Ms. Spenser attempted to

answer in a frank, but reassuring manner. No formal preparation was given

the tutees.

Pairing Tutor and Tutees

The last Friday in October, the school personnel involved

ject -- the two p . teachers and the principal -- met to pair each

the pro-

tutor with a tutee. Personality con licts as observed by the teachers

were avoided as'much as possible.. If a tutor had aaked for a particular'

tutee or if a turee had asked-for a particular tutor, the request was

zranted if possible. In three cases the same tutor was requested by two .

different tutors. In these cases decisions were made by the principal as

1 2Norman D. Bowers and Robert S. Soar, _"Studies in Human Relations
in the Teaching/learning process,," Evaluation of Lahore -r H-__an Re-,
lation 'Trainin Course for Classroom Teachers, Chapel Hill, N. C., 1961,
p. 111. ,
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to which pairing would be best for the student involved. In most cases,

the pairings worked adequately, but some changes had to be made during

the course of the practicum. One tutor had to be assigned four different

tutees before a satisfactory pairing was found. The fourth pairing proved
-

to be very productive. However, ale writer was satisfied that most

original pairings were successful.

Introduction of Tutors_and_Tutees

Gettingstarted: The peer tutoring program was actually inaugurated

when the tutors met their tutees for the first time, the first week in
6

November. Each paired tutor and tutee chose a place relatively free from

possible interruptions and Started talking. The purpose was to build

rapport between the t. The tutor started the conversation by asking

questions similar to the examples that follow (a) What section are you

in? (b) Who is your homeroom teacher? (c) How many brothers and sisters

do you have? (d) Does your mother work? Is she at home,when you return

home from school each day? (e) Do you walk to school or does your mother

bring,you? (f) Do you have any petE? What are their names? (g) Do you

like sports? What one do you like best? (h) Are you.going to play any

sports at Harry Stone School this year? These questions encouraged the

tutee to start talking about himself or herself. They also gave the

tutor some insight Oto what the tutee liked and Zid not like.

In addirion, each tutor started a story arid then asked the tutee to

complete it. For example, the tutor said:

5 1



qn my_ way to school this_morhihs_i_saw a dog running after a
little boy. Itwas 4 very_small_ dog and_waS_having_trouble
catching the boy. Now pretend that is the beginning of a
story. I want you to complete the story for me.

tutee's finishing-the story aIoud would again give the tutor some idea

of the tutee's interest and ability to think and verbalize.

This type of intercourse continued u-til the tutor and tutee became

comfortable with each other. It took one day with some; with others two

days were spent-in this

next step in the program.

e of activity before they couldlmove to the

Assignment sheet: Assignment sheets in sequential order of diffi-

cLaty were prepared for the entire project by the Instructional Facilitator

.'and approved by the writer and the two project teachers. They Were flexibly

fndividualized ,so that the tutor could start at any Point depending on the

of the tutee. The reading levels of the tutees indicated that the

work prescribed by the assignment sheets be on nd and third grade

revel. Thus, each assignment had a prefix pf C, The first eight lessons

dealt with Interest Inventory, experience stories, talking with tutee,

phonics drill from words used in experience'story and interest inventory,

and the beginning of a word list made from words used in the experience

story and interest inventory.

The programmed material actually started with lesson C-9 when the

Webster Tapes were mentioned as a part of the assignment. On a typical

day, when the tutor and tutee entered the room ihe tutor went to the

filing cabinet, pulled the file of the tutee,-and sa_ they were ready,to

start -on lesson C-9. The first activi_y listed in C-9 was a Phonics Drill

5 2
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on tape. This tape required approximately five minutes for listening

and performing the activ#ies. The next activity li ted WTI, (R-23).

This meant that the tutor and tutee would locate the taPed lesson,

"history, second el, third lesson" and pursue the activities connected

with this-lesson. Approximately thirty minutes would be used in this

activity. The next activity listed was the wird list. At that time the

words in the tutee's word bank would be reviewed. As the tutee progressed,

the team would go to prepared word lists. The tutee would Call words until

five were missed fthisspelled, Maspronounced,.grammatically incorrect

Thdse words would be added to his or her-word ba_ d the place on the

word list would be marked so that the teala would know where to start the

next time the Word List was mentioned on the assignment sheet. Approxi-

mately ten minutes could be used in this activity. The fourth activity

listed in C-9 va- CPC-21-p.9. This meant that the tutee would go to the

CJritinental Press material on Comprehension, Unit two, level one, Page 9,

and perform the activities shown on the duplicated copy.

The assigned activities did mDt have to be followed in order. For

example, the tutor-tutee team could start the day's activity with the word

list rather than the phonic drill. AA assignment sheet is shown as

Example 4 on page 39.

Interest_invento--. An example of the Interest Inventory is shown as

Example 5 pages 40-41.- That sample Inventory was actually completed-by a

tutee. The tutee's ans ers are underlined and copied just as they -e e

_ritten errors and all.

5 3
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As soon as d or-tutee pair had established a comfortable rapport,

the tutee filled out an inventOry. When any inven ory was completed, the

tUtee-author read it aloud to the tutor. They stopped when a ward was

missed, and the tutor told the tutee what the missedword was. Then the

tutee wrote the word on a 3 x 5 card which became the start of that

tutee's word bank. Other words taken from newspapers,, magazines, and so

on were added to the bank during the program. The idea behind the Inven-

tory was to learn words that the tutee did no: know as well as to deter-

mine the tutee's interest.

Experience story: After The Interest Inventory, the tutee xas asked"

to write an experience story. It could consist of as few as nio or three

sentences. Some of the stories were real experience stories. Some tutees

wrote down anything that came to mind, "just to get it done." In either

--e.asis- the tutee read back to the tutor what he had

words 'would be pia-Edit-in-the tutee's word bank for
---____

Periodically these words would be reviewed te -be-sure that the tutee had

ten,aud tIi missed

futu-e reference.

,

actuailly learned them.

Word Lits and Word Bank for Sight Vocabulary

As a goal of the program tutpr-tutee.teams were to increase their

sight vocabulary. One method was through the maintenance of a word bank.

The programmed material had two diff_ ent kinds of word lists. The first

kind of list consisted of words considered necessary for rdading on any

level. There were 85 word lists of this ty.e and each list consisted of



EXAMPLE 4

ASSIGNMENT SHEET - READING (HS)

STUDENT ' S NAM

39

LESSON NUMBER LESSON ITEM DATE STARTED DATE COMPLETED

C - 9 D -11

WTL H-23

, Word List ;

CPC - 21 - .

C - 10

_

l.PhoncsDrill

2.WTI (0-23)

..rd List

4. CPC - 2 0

C
t
- 11 1 _! Phonics Drill'

WTL (M-2S)

3. -Word List

CPC r 21 11

C - 12 1. Phonics Drill

2. WTL (S-23)

3.WordList

CPC - 21 - 12
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maipLE 5

INTEREST INVENTORY #1

Sentence Completion

ant to know ygur name,

2. I feel like going to the_gym.

3. At bedtime I feel like going_to bed.

4. Food I like food.

5. What makes me mad is she was mad.

6. At home I like to play football.

7. I am sorry

8. The best is_and A.

9. Other children usually play baseball.

10. If my mother let me go to the_nark.

11. What I want to know i s totme.

12. If I had my way to the big school.

13. Most teachers make -ou do something.

14. Some day I will R_Wotp_:EhIng112.t.

15. When I was a little child I will suck bottle.

16. I am afraid of that bieLL2y.

17. My,best friend is Tracy

18. The most scary thing is_a rat,

19. My- father used to ag look for a_job.
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EXAMPLE 5 (continued)

20. I miss the three words on the paper.

21. The children around here is bad.

22. The happiest time I_like is to gosomew.

23. I am best when I like_to_miss_thst_words.

24. The only trouble.is_she Ls mean.

(The underlined words are those furnished by the

5 7
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about 50 words to a page. (Word List No. 2 is shown as Example 6 on

page 43). In using the lists, the tutor pointed to a word as the tutee

pronounced it. Each word that was missed was circled. There were two

ways to miss a word. First, the tutee might be unable to pronounce the

word at all. Second, the tutee might say the wrong word and come back

quickly and say the right word. Whatever the mistake, that word was

counted as missed. The tutee continued pronouncing the words until he

had missed five. Then they would stop, and the tutee would add-the five

words to his word bank. The tutee wrote the word on one side of his word

card; on the other side of the card he wrote a sentence using the word.

There are three methods of teaching sight words: the visual, the

visual motor, and the kinesthetic all were used in the program.

The visual_method: The visual meti_d consists of exposing a word

again and again until the pupil learns to identify it by its general con-

figuration. A tutee was shown a word on a flash card; then he either gav-6---

his response (saying the word aloud immediately) or else looked at the

word, closed his eyer, and then said the word.

The_ visual motor method: If a tutee had speciaidifficulty with a

word, the tutor and tutee went to the chalk board where the tutee wrote

the word on the chalk board in big bold letters. As he did so, he or she

said each letter aloud as it was written. Then the tutee pronounced the

entire word. In such a case, the hand worked with the eyes as the tutee

ti 'ed to learn the configurat on of the word.
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MLAXPLE 6

WOF.D LIST

61. or 81. said 101. saw

62. two 82. did 102. home

63. man 83. boy 103. .soon

64. little 84. three 104. stand

65. has 85. down 105. box

66. how 86. work 106. upon

67. them 87. put 107. first

68. like 88. were 108. came

69. our 89. before 109. girl

70. what 90. just 110. house

71; know 91. here 111. find

72. make 92. long 112. because

73. which 93. other 113. made

74. much 94. old 114. could

75. his 95. take 115. book

76. who 96. cat 116. look

77. an 97. again 117. mother

78. their 98. give 118. run

79. stle 99. after 119. school

80. new 100. many 120. people
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The kinesthetic hod: The kineathe 'c tracing method using the

Fernald Tracing Method as explained by Wilma H. Mille 13 uses the visual

motor mode as well as the sense of touch. The tutor wrote the word on the

chalk board. Then using a finger as he or she pronounced the word, the

tutor traced over the written letters. After demonstrating three or four

times, the tutor asked the tutee to trace the word with a finger, saying

each letter aloud as the word was traced. The tutor was careful to see

that the tracing and the calling of the letters was synchronized. The

tutee then attempted to write the word. If a mistake were again made, the

tutee retraced the word, saying it aloud and then wrote it on an index

card to place in his or her word bank.

The second kind of word list starts with #1 and goes through #150.

There are approximately ten words to each page. A sample of this word

list is shown as Example 7 on pages 45 and 46. The list includes words

that should be known by students in the second and third grades. The pur-

pose of these words is to develop initial sounds of words. Any tutee

pronouncing the words on one list correctly went on to a new word list. If

a tutee missed a word, there is a space on the paper to use the word in a

sentence. Ibc word is also added to the word bank.

At various times the teams reviewed their word banks. This was done

each time words were added, as part of the word list or reading activity,

or as a beginning or fill-in during the tutoring period. Many flash games

resulted. Teams held spelling bees, races, and chalk board sentence drills.

13_
Wilma H. Miller, Identifying and cqrrectin Readi Difficulties iii

The Center for Applied Research tn Evaluation, Inc., 1971.
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EXAMPLE 7

WORD LIST #88

45

N NE OF TTEEE DAT

1 . IDEA

2. INS TRUKENT

3. IMAG INAIRY

4 . 31)=3:FY

5 . INC RED IBLE

6 INPUT ION

7 . INS ULT

INQU]Y

9 . 1-LLEGA1

10 . INSANITY

61



EXAMPLE 7 inued)

1 . II) EA

46

2 . INS T RUME

IMAGINARY

. M ENT n'Y

5. INCRM IBLE

6 . INF LAT ION

7 . INSULT

8 . INQUIRY

ILLEGAL

10 INSANITY

6 2
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A Webster Taped Lesson (WTL) was a part of each assignment in the

first phase of the tutoring p ogram. Lessons were recorded on cassettes

and used with mimeographed lesson pages. The Webster series included

content in history, science and mathematics. Each subject had six

accompanying lessons for each grade level. Levels two and three were used

in this practicum.

The assignment sheet directed each team to use a particular WTI acti-

vity. For example, a sample lesson might be labelled WTL-H23. The team

would interpret the code to mean Webster Taped Lesson-History level two,

lesson _three. After completing the six lessons in level two of history,

the team was directed to use lessons on level three.

Mimeo ra hed sheets: Each WTL lesson had accompanying mimeographed

sheets for the te= follow. (See Example 8, pages 48-51) The mimeo-

griphed sheets contained exercises in listening, vowel sounds, and

comprehension content.

The team first had to listen as the recorded narrator dictated the

lesson's story. The team followed as best they could, using mimeographed

pages where the story was printed without vowels. (See Example 9, page 54)

After the narrator finished his recitation, the tutee was directed to

write in the missing letters. With the tutor acting as supervisor, the

tutee read each word and added the necessary vowels. Positive remarks

wc -ade by the tutor as the tutee accomplished the task. If incorrect

substitutes were made the tutor had been trained to merely state the

6 3
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EXIOULE 8

(The letters A,. E, 1, 0, and U are missing from many of the words in the
following story. To help you fill in the missing letters, study each wordand each sentence. The picture and title of the story may help also.)

THE COMMUNITY: A PLACE TO LIVE AND WORK

c mm nty is a pL:e wh re peopl_
1 ye and wrk. You my th_nk

p1 wh

P. _ pie d rnny thngs tgth r in

crnmnty. S p

th- same st_res.

th same chrch.
You my see rnny oth_r pL cs in

in

S_me pepIe g.= to

yo:r
C,._ n name s pIac_s

6 ,1



EXANTLE 8 c ont inued )

Thr mSy b a bHp_k. Th

m._ _y b a pl f _ r

g_ if. Th m_ y

f

pt c

Th r my b a sch _ 1.

a h_spit J. Th ._

Th_ _,r m Y b a

Sorn_ m _s we th _nk

as a c._ m_

a cy or town

port

cmm ==n= ty.

5_ t _s w th _nk of a big c. ,ty

c_

What are some sm_II c .

Wh t _ r sm_ bg cmm
L _ok at a map. Cn you f_ nd som_

--Y

c _ ty

th ___nk

49

(Now read the story to make sure it looks and sounds correct. Compare
it with the completed story on the next page.



EXA1TPLE 8 (cont ued)

THE COM_UNITY: A PLACE TO LIVE 1

50

_e:on 3

1. The community is a place where people live and work, You ma,,

think of a community as a place where'people live together.

2. People do many things together in a community. Some people

may go to the same stores. Some people may go to the some church.

3. You may see many other places in a community. Can you name

some places in your community?

4. There may be a ball park. There may be a place for your
father to play golf. There may be a place for you to go fishing. There

may be a school. There may be a hospital. There may be a fire sta.

tion. There may be a factory.

5. Sometimes we think of a part of a city as a community. Some-

times we think of c city or town as a community. Sometimes we

-hink of a bia city as a community.

6. What are same small communities. What" are some big com-
muni ies?

7. Look at a map. Can you find some big commu ies?



History 2 Lesson 3

t

EXAMPLE nued)

Vocabulary StucF

MATCHING WORDS

he story in the left column

ni ions in the right column.

1. think (1)

2. da (2)

3. (Io (2)

4. stores (2)

5. map (7)

I h the best deft

A. cicir
B. places which sell things

C. move about

D. perform

E. have in. mind

WRITING THE MEANING

Find th- words in the story which mean:

1. place of worship (2)

2. parent (4)

3. place of learning (4)
4. for sick persons (4)

5. where things are made (4) -
FINDING DETAILS OR FACTS

(Circle letter ot best answer)

1 The word community"

A) always means a small place

B) always means a large place

C) can have many meanings

SELECTINg THE MAIN ItEA

(Circle letter of.best answer)

The story told you That

A) some communities are better than other commun ies

3) a community is a place where people live and work

together

C) a community _s a place for store's

6 7
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correct vowel; then the work continued. Having added the vowels'to the

story, the tutee was asked to read it aloud. Words unfamiliar to the tutee

were pronounced by the then repeated by the t-ttee and added to his,

or her word bank file. A correctly printed version of the story appeared

with each lesson -o help the tutor check spelling and reading (see Example

8, page 48).

A mimeographed vocabulary study page also accompanied each lesson,

see Example 8, page 48). This page contained short matching tests and

exercises for tutees to the meanings -f key words, find details or facts,

and select the main idea in the les on's story.

Phonics Drill

A phonics drill was part of every daily assignmnt in the first phase

of tutoring. Repetition W4.6 used to drill th basic voweL, conson and

- blended letter sounds. Each drill required the tutor tutee team first to

listen to the correct pronunciation and then to compete with the narra

in a quiz-repetition of the exercise.

Seven phonics drills were used. Each drill was recordedon a cassette

tape. Each taped lesson had a numb red phonics chart. (Example 9 on page

54 illustrates phonics chart.) After eompleting the severvtapes in

numerical order, the team began with tape one again. The task was easy to

acEdiplish, and some teams enjoyed a game :f participation with the

narrator on the tape. Other teams reacted to the activity with a lack of

motivation or interest.

6 8



An average lesson began with one member of the team setting up -he

cassette player and earphones while the other member selected the

hecescary tape and printed card. The lesson was played first for listening.

response was asked for by the narrator. After pronouncing the drill for

the team, the narrator then called for their participation in repeating- the

exercise. The quiz was given at a rapid Pace but served t- encourage the

team to beat the taped response.

After listening to one taped phoaics lesson the assignment sheet was

dated to show the completed a tivity. A note was added as to which driii

had been used In the next day'aact vity, another in the series of drills

was attempted.

Uae_of_Continental Press Materials

Worksheets: There were worksheets to accompany the material put out

by Continental Press (CPL CPR, CPC, CPRT); these worksheets were for

Language Skills.(Kit A), Reading Skills (Kit A), Comprehension, and Reading-

Thiniing Skills.

WorkPheets began pn first-grade level and went up to third-grade level.

Each worksheet was numbered for each-lesaon. The tutor-tutee team looked

on their assignment sheet to find out which worksheet to use. The tutee

completed the worksheet; then both tutor and tutee checked the work and made

/-

any corrections (An example of a worksheet from Language Skills (Kit A)

appears as Example 10, on page 55).

6 9



EXAMPLE 9

cample 10 Yellow,-Blue A-DEl), Language Skills 7 Step by Ste. A - removed due te
opyright restrictions '
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Reading

After lesson number C-13 the assignment sheet began listing reading

as an activity. The team worked on several assignmerCts, however, before

attempting to read from a basal book. The basal reader is the textbook

forming the base from which reading skills are taught. To introduce the

team to the steps in reading, a series of filmstrips was shown. The

series was from Programmed Tutoring in Reading (Ebersen Enterprises,

Pasadena, California ). At this time, the tutors were given a kit of ma-
a

teri.al which contained (a) Myyord_Etudy Kit; (b) My Cumulative Word List_,

a book for a word bank; (c) Tutor's Guide-Name Card an outline of steps to

,follow; (d) my Reading Progress, a chart for date and page numbers; and

_) five 3 x 5 cards.

The tutor-tutee team selected a'basal reader. MoSE o_ them chnse the

low second-grade reader, Rewards (Houghton-Mifflin ) Each team was directed

to sit beside each other and share one book for reading: As the tutee-read;

the tutor listened and offered positive, esteem-building comments. When a

word was misread, reading stopped for a moment. Ihe tutee's mispronuncia-

tion was corrected. Then that word w s recorded for future study, in the

booklet titled, "My Cumulative Word List ' As the tutee was writing, he or

she spelled the word. When the raiscalled word was recorded, oral reading

continued until five words had been Missed and recorded in the booklet.

Upon recording word number five, the team stopped- eading aloud and4made a

word card for each of the five miscalled words. A -h_Ht drill was.held on

each word. Then the cards were filed in the tutee's word bank for study at
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er time. The drills were not necessarily held on the day the words

ware missed. However, each day the words were reviewed; and, if the tutee

knew the word, a "1" was marked in the corner of the card. Each day the

-word wasmissed, a zero was marked in the corner. When a word received

five marks of "1," ihe card Was removed from the folder. If a word r

ceived. five marks of "0," the tutor asked the teacher for help and dire; ion.

Some teams read an emtire story without missing a single wOrd. However, in

such instances, or when a tutee missed fewer than five words in each story

and had finished the stories in a basal reader, a comprehension check was

first made to determine if the tutee had a knowledge of what had been read.

If a basic knowledge of the story and the basal reader was exhibited, the

team ment to a higher level b ok.

Student_Rap Sessions

On Friday of each week the tutors and tutees met with their respective

project teachers to talk about what had happened in class during the week.

They also discussed some of their likes and dislikes About the program and

shared suggestidns for improving the program.. For ex--ple, at one of the i

sess ons, a tutor explained how she had enlisted suggestions from a teacher

outside the program about some games that could be played with the tutee.

The games stressed thepoints in reading to be covered by the tutors but

made the learning experiance more fun. One of the games involved several

tutor-ttitee teams. Word cards were.mixed Up, and, as a tutor called word_,

two or more tutees would see who cotild find the word card first.
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Frotithe seAsions it was distovered that both tutors and tutees

enjoyed thd tapes and following the directions of thd narrator. They

also made a game of this. After listeningrto the narrator the first time,

they would try to stay ahead:of him on the next listening. The students

enjoyed competing and woUld arrange matches, be_een tutor and tutee groups.

The teams also liked the Webster Taped Lessons and listening with the head-

phones.

In general- the rap sessions revealed that the -utors liked the idea

of-being able to help'a student who could not read as well as they. Simul-

taneously the tutees were gratified by the individual attention and being

able to Achieve success on their level of reading.-

Complaints were also aired at the rap sessions.. Both groups complained

because there was not always a tape player available when an assignmenteet

called for one. Most complaints, however, invOlved personality conflicts and

adjustments. Some of the tutees thought that-the tutors were -7orking theM

too hard and were "too bossy." The tutors complained that the -utees did not

want to\do anything except listen to tapes and not do any work. In some in-

stances 4 tutor and tutee did not get along and complained )bout each other.

One particular tutor grumbled about every tutee assigned to her and had

problems adjus ing tcr,the situation. One student said that he thought the

whore idea was silly and he did not want to participate'. He was removed

from the group and placed in basal reading. Within three days, however, he

requested to be allowed to rejoin the group and became an excellent tutor.

The mechanics of handling the material and retu ning it to the correct

place when class was over became a problem. At the suggestion' f the

7 3
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students, various ways were tried in order to keep the material organized

and returned to the proper place by the students. Nothing satisfactory was
,

ever worked out, but the.students were aware og the problem and were willing

to discus6 it.

One of the tutees complained that the lessons were so easy he was not

learning anything! The tutors discussed this -'d solved the problem by

placing this particular tutee in lessons :bout midway through the assign-

ment sheet. "He was happy and worked diligently &e remainder of the pro-

ject.

EventuUly, from their observation and participation in the rap
,

sessions, the project teachers thought both the tutors and tutees were

gradually'lesing interest in the project. This became a point for discus-

siondUring.the'weekly meeting between the involved teachers and the

principal. The project-teachers expressed the belief that although there

was much good accomplished during the rap session , many of them turned

into "gripe" sessions. They acknowledged, however, that teachers with more

experience in leading group discussions might have increased the producti-

vity of the rap sess ons.

The rap sessions were worthwhile to the writer. They gave him more of

a feel for the activities in the classroom. The ingormation gained from the

sessions allowed the principal and the two project teadhers to make Some

important decisions when they conferenced each week.

7
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Conferences between Princj.al and P o ect Teachers

The principal and the project teachers conferred each week to review

the program.and make any changes deemed necessary for the betterment of

the project. There was no pre-determined amount of time such conferences

would last. The length depended upon what had happened during the week.

Some lasted as little as five mi utes; others ran as long as an hour.

The teachers were concerned about the lack of cont-ol in thd class-

room. In the past they had qomplete control oftheir classes, and_it

bothered them that there was so much moving around and noise during the

tutoring period. They were counseled and re inded that their role was a'

passive one--the students and the -aterial were to do the actual teaching.

At each confdrence the project teachers were reminded of their own

differences in teaching and that they were to make a consciou4 effort to

make the learning climate in each classroom as nearly equal as possible.

Each of them made a conscientious effort to follow through on this.

These conferences also made final decisions upon issues raised in the

stUdent rap sessions. At =e of the conferences,for example, -the decision

-was made to allow the tutor who wanted to cult to do so; a later conference

decision allowed himto return when,he so reqiested. Another decision made

was to approve the tut- =s' suggestion of placing the bored tutee in more

advanced work. A more difficult problem to work opt_wastle tutor who

could not get along personally with any tutee assigned to her. After much,

trial and error, she was placed with another tutor to work with a single

tutee. This worked. At long -as she worked in a group of three, she did

an excellent tutoring j



Problems with material and equipment we

6 1

e els., discussed. When i-

recorder broke, the DISD Instructional Facilitator was notified. If

there was a shortage of tapes or duplicated material, he was also in-

formed. Ir :very instance he rushed the needed material to the project

teachers so that very little tutoring time was lost.

At the conference during the second week in January, 1976, the

0

teachers reported that the interest and enthusiasm of the tutors was

lagging. It was decided that rather than have rap sessions the-next two

Fridays, films depicting the feelings -of a rejected child 'Would be shoWn.

The purpose was to reinforce in the tutors the idea of their importance

to the tutee. On Janary 9 1976, the film, Cipher in t Snow, was shown

to the tutors and the following Friday they saw Johnny Lingp. A discussion

followe4 the showing of each film. The tutors grasped the meaning and made

intell ent comments about how the rejected person in the film could have

been helped by receiving more Positive attention from those around him.

According to the observations of the project teachers, the tutors assumed

a renewed interest in their tutees after vie ing the film. The films were

shown to the tutees.

A decision had to be made a out when to administer the ART posttest.

The proposal had indicated that the tests would be given the first week in

May, 1976. However, the District had scheduled the last week 'in April and

the first week in May for system-wide administration of the ITBS. Other

complications arose. Easter vacation was scheduled for the week of

April 12 through April 16, and on April 19 and 20 the students did not come

7
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to school as th sedays had been scheduled for Staff Development. That .

left the students with only three days of tutoring instruction between

April 9 and the second week in May, when the tests could be administered.

The principal and project teachers thought it better to administer the

posttest the week of April 5 before the students went on vacation rather

than waiting until the second week in May. This was done.

The conferences with the prOject teachers were very helpful to the

principal. Through the information received in the conferences he was

able:no keep abreast of the tutoring project and to dete -ine its direction.

IMITATIONS AND SOLUTIONS

.n- for Selection to Groups

In the proposal for this practicum, the writer listed five possible

limitat ons that might affect the validity of the data obtained. The first

f these li-itations was that the experi_ental and control groups were more

or less,"captive" groups. They were students assigned to sections accord

ing to reading skills as determined by the Houghton Mifflin Infpr al

Reading Inventory Te t There was no random sampling of students within

the groups. Two means were followed to overcome this limitation.

First, the author referred to Campbell and S,anley14 (Table 2 page

210 ) They showed a quas experimental design that would work well with

the type of _ituation used in this practicum. It vas a blocked design

called "Non-equivalent Control Group Design." According to Campbell and

14_
D. Campbell and-J. Stanley, Ex erimental and uaSi-Ex.erimenta

Designs for Res arch, Skokie, Ill nois, Rand McNally, 1963.

7
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Stanley, the design is strong when individuals are not selected into,a

group at random. This design was ued.

Second to further substantiate the validity of the control and

experimental groups, a ratio t-test was run, owthe groups. The results

revealed that there were no significant differences in the groups, based

on pretest raw scores in the area of vocabulary or comprehension,' on either

the GMR,T or the ITBS. The assignMent of treatment to one-intact group or

the.other was random.

Contamiration and the Hawthorne Effec

Because all the groups were from the same school, there was the risk

of contamination between groups. In addition, the Hawthorne effect had

always to be considered.

The principal/author discussed with all teachers of the involved

students the possibility of contamination. Their combined, close observa-

tion did not show anylincidence of contamination. One reason for the lack

of it might have been that most students of Har y Stone School have been

enrolled in inner-city schoOls since kindergarten and are used to partici-

pating in various projects. They are also used to being tested Mice per

year. Experience in observing these students led one to believe that one

more time did not seem to-make much difference to them. As a result, the

initial exc tement and intensitY of'interest was usually short-lived.

Fr observation, that was what happened in this case.

The same factors mentioned in the previous paragraph would apply to

the Hawthorne Effect. In a sho -term project, a Hawthorne Effect could

7 8
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be a rea limitation. With a projeat extending over a full school year,

there was less chance of its materially changing the final outcome of the.

.practicum. f
Use of Two Teachers

The fact that there would be differences in the teachers chosen to

conduct the project was suggested as a possible limitation. Effects were

controlled as much as possible by oPen discussion during the weekly

meetings between the pri cipal and the two teachers.

Limited Number of_Students in Prolect

The principal/writer, feared that the limited number of students

volved in the practicuin might be a possible limitation. The DISD R & E

Department. was consulted about the poSsibil_ty. The,ir response WAS that

f_the project were controlled properly, and the correct design for evalua-

tion were chosen, the number of students used in the.project would be

adequate.

ADDITIONAL DATA
a

The DISD criterion-referenced test, Survey of Reading Skills (SRS; de-

fined on:page 66) was'administered to each of the four groups 'as a pretest

during the second week of Octber, 1975 and as a posttest during the second

week in April, 1976.

Level VI of that test was administered to the cutor experimental and

control groups while Level II was adminis.tered to the tutee experimental

and control groups.



The information revealed on the SRS was not used in choasing the-
4

method of instruction to be used in the practicum. In other words the

project teachers and the tutors h'a not teach to the btudent's weaknesses

as revealed by the SRS.

Tutor Experimental Group

The writer was curious as to whe her

would show an improvement in using no

or not the pre-and posttest

hing but the programmed material for

the experimental groups and the regular basal reading.program for-the con-
,

trol groups.

The t-tor experimental group sho e_ strength in Base

Words, and Common Syllables on both Che pre-and posttest.,

the g-rmph lines shown in Graph I
/

(page AA) Ara about the

'urds, Compound

In the pdpttest

samP. Questions

seven through 15.reveal a slight improvement with the exception of number

13 (Author's P_ pose), where the posttest score fell belOw the pretest

score. The duthdr would have to say that the programmed material did not

!

increase the scores an appreciable amount for thth tutor experimental groUp.

Tutor_Control GrouP

In both the pie-and posttest the tutor control group ahowed strigth

z

in Base Words, Compound Words, and Common Syllables. Weaknesaes was re-

vealed in all other areas. 'The dotted line representing the posttest

scores in Graph II page 68) shows that the control grotP made progress in

all categories with the exception of questidn'nu6ber seven (Meaning from

Conte _) where the score remained the same for both the pre-and posttest.

8 0
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GRAPH I

Survey .of Reading Skills LeVel VI
Tutor Experimental (High Reade s)

Mean Zeores
retest
Posttest

66

kills Ttem Numbers

Number Corrept

Criterion Not Met Criterion Met

1, Words Strange in Print

1. Phonology

e Wordi

4. Compound Words

Common S lables

6. Syllables

1-8

31 - 34

35 - 42

43 - 46

7. Meaning from Con ext 47 - 50

Word Meaning 51 - 58

9. Paragraph Meaning 59 65 77 83 89 95

IO. Punctuation 60 66 71 84;0 96 1

11. Type of Material 61 67 72 78 85 91

12,. Reading for 'Detail 62 68 73 79 92 97

13. Author's Purpose 63 74 80 86 93 98

14. Characterization 64 69 75 81 87 99

15. 'DrswIng Conclusions 70 76 82 88 94 100

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2

1 4

4

3.0 4

4

2 4

4

3 4

6 7 8

6

6

6

5

SI
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The gain was slight in all the Other areas but showed more gain than did

the tUtor experimental group.

The author concluded that the- pro rammed reading material used by the

tutors did very-little in raising.the scores of the participants on the

SRS,

Tutee Experimental Group

Using Level II of the SRS the tutee experimentk group met th_!

criterion for Level II students in 13 of the 18 questions On the pre

The questions on which the criteriOn was not sAt were number three,

(Vowel Sounds) number four ,(Vowel Elements), number five (Special Vowel

Rules); number ten (Plural Forms) and number 17 4Sequence of Events).

The porttest graph line shown in Graph III (see page 69) shows that

the mean scoes of the students met the criter on in each of the questions

with the exception of number 17; on that question some gain was made. The

posttest sci es by the tutee experimental group dropped below the pr test

scores on only three of the questions. The posttest c - lower- on

quedtion number 11 (Homoriyms, Antonyms, Synonyms), on question number 12

(Word Meaning), _nd on number 13 (Sentence Meaning).

The writer concluded that a very definite gain was made in the mean

scores of the tutee experimental group when the pre-and.posttest scores

were compared. Of course, he realized that the test WAS on Leval II and

that there was more room for gain for the tutees than fdi the higher

reading group. H- aver- the --Ater concluded the gains were valid.
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GRAPH II

ding Skills Level 7TI
Tutor Control (High_ Rader

Mean Scores
Pretest
Jsttest ----------

68

Number Cor ect

rtem Numbers

1. Words __range in Print 1 - 8

9

,19 - 30

31 -'34

5. Common Syllables 35 - 42

6. Syllables 43 - 46

7. Meaning fr_ _ Context ,47 - 50

8. WOrd Meaning 51 - 58

9: Peragraph Meaning 59 68 77 83 89 95

10. Punctuation- , 60 66 71 84 90 96

11. YYpe,of Material 6167 72 78 85 '91

12. Reading for Detail 62 68 73 79 92 97

13. Author Purpose 63 74 80 86 93 98

64 69 75 81 87 99

11.-.Drawing C&nclüjons 70 76 82 88 94 100

2. , Phonology

3. Base Words

4; Compound Words

Criterion,Not Critetion Met

14. Characterization
I

7 8

9 10

,10 11 12

4

7

5

5 6

5

5 6

5 6

6

5



G?,AFH III

Suxvev of es ills Level II
Tutee Exerirne-- (Low

Mean Scores
Fretest
osttest

Skills Item Numbers

69

mber Correct

Criterion Not Met Criterion Met

1. Consonant S unds p.I first 6 items

2. Consonant Elements p.I last 4 items &

o.2 first 4 items

3. Vowel Sounds p.2 - last 4 items

4. Vowel Elements p.3 - all 8 items

5. Special Vowel Rules o.4 all 8

6. Syllables p.5 - first 4 items

Compound Words p.5 - last 4 items

Vocabulary p.6 - all 8 items

9. Common Syllables p.7 - all 8 items

p.8 - first 4 items10. Plural Forms

11. HomonymS, Az onyms,
Synonyms 8 - last 6 items

12 Word Meaning p.9 - all 8 items

13. Sentence Meaning p10 - all 4 ite s

14. Meaning from Context p.11 - fiTst 4 items

15. Paragraph Meaning pp 12-15 - first item

16. Drawing Conclusions pp 12-15 - second item

17. Sequence of Events pp 12-15 - last item

18. Following Directions p. last 4 items

2 4

4

2

2345
1 2 3 4 5

6 '17

t 7

4

8

234
2345

8 1

1

2

2

2

2

4

4



Tutee Control Grou-

Graph IV (.ee page 71) depicts the mean scores-as shown by the pre-

and posttest of the tutee control group. In the pr- est the criterion

was met on 14 of the 18 questions. The criterion was not met on rMlestion

number three (Vowel Sounds), question number ten (Plural Forms), question

number 11 (Homonyms, Antonyms, Synonyms), and question number 17, (Se-

.Lience of Events). The mean posttest scores showed detinite tmprovement

in all questions except number seven (Compound Words), numb 12 (Word

Meaning), and number 13 (Sentence Meaning). On these questions the post-

test scores remained the same as those of the pretest. On TIO question did

the posttest mean drop below that.of the pretest mean.

The author concluded that definite improvement had been made by the

tutee control group based on the mean pretest,and posttest scores. Again

it WaS r.ognized that the test was on Level II, but the nriginal reading

level was second grade so the improvement was valid.

Summary: To summarize the autho s opinion of,the graphs, neither the

tutor experimental group nor the tutor control group made a 'significant

gain as based on the mean scores of SRS.

Graphs III and Iy showing the mean pre-and posttest scor s for the

tutee experimental and control groups showed a definite improvement. It is

emphasized that the data from the SRS are not a part of the evalt

They were shown to determine if an increase in reading skills woul.:. result
-

from either the programmed matarial used by the experimental- groups or the

regular basal reading'program as used by the control groups without teaching
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vey of Read, n Skills Level TI

Tutes Control

Mean Sco,-e-s

etest
:est------

ec-.=.

Skills Item Numbers

Number Correct

Criterion Not Met Criterion Met

1. Consonant Sognds

Consonant Elements

Vowel Sounds

4. Vowel Elements

5. Special Vowel Rules

6. Syllables

Compound ,,fords

Vocabulary

9. Common Syllables

10. Plural Forms

Homonyms, Antonyms,
,Syndn'yms

12. Word Me4ning

13. Sentence Meaning

14. Meani from Conext
r-

15. Paragraph Meaning

6 Drawing Conclusions

17. Sequence of Events

Following Directions

p.I - first 6 items

la6t 4 4ems &p.1

p.2 - first 4 items

_ last 4 items

- all 3 items

p.4 - all 8 item$

p.5 - first 4 items

- last 4 items

p.6 - all 8 items

p.7 - all 8 i ems

p.8 - first 4 items

5

4

8

6 8

4

p.8 last 6 items

p.9 - all 8 items

p.10 - all 4 items

p.II first 4 items

pp kirst item

pp 12-15 - second item

pp 12-15 - last item

p..11 - last 4 items
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to the weakness of any of the groups except in an incidental way. It was

done merely to satisfy tha writer's curiosity

EVALUATION

Data Ob'ective OneAnal sis

One of the objectives of the practicum was to raise by eight months

the reading level of 30 (607,) of the students in the experimental groups.

Specifically 15 of the students I. he tutor,gyoup and 15 of the students

in the tutee group would have had to increase their reading level by eight

months for the:practicum to be counted a success. The posttest grade

--equivalent waa compared to the prtest grade equivalent taken from thc

Gates-MacGinitie Reading TeSts (GMRT) to determine if this had been done.

la reality, the practicum was only six monthaduration, so six months'

gain would have shown one month gain for=one month of tree ment,

T-oEeienta -Vocab Table 2 (page 14) reveals that

with an N of 24, 20,students progre-sed. two regressed, and the scores of

two remained the same when the pretes and posttest vocabulary scores were

compared. Thirteen (547) met the criterion established in the practicum

_f gaining eiett months. Eighteen of the students (757,) gained six months,

or one month's,gain &or each mouth of treatment. The mean gain of the group

was .9 years, While the highest gain made by a student was 3.0 years.

The range of the differences between the pretest and posttest was from

minus 1.0 to a high of 3.0 having a spread of 4.0 years. The pretest

scores ranged from 4.4 to 9.2, a sPread of 4.8. The posttest scores showed

a range from a low of 4.8 to a high of 9.9, & spread of 5.1 years.

Q
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The tutor experimental group showed only 13 students (547) making a

gain in vocabulary of eight months or more, so the treatment was not

successful when compared to the established criteria of 15 students (607)

gaining eight months. How ver, as suggested, since the practienm treat-

ment lasted only six __onths and the, more realistic crite: on of six

months' gain for six months' instruction might be applied,
_it should be

noted that 18 (757,) of the students did meet that criterion. In Chat

light the trealment might be considered successful.

Tutor E ertmental Grou o- ehension: Table- 2 further reveals

that among the same students (N24) 18 students progressed, four regressed,

and two remained the same with regard to scores on the Gates-MacGinitie

comprehension ffubtest. Sixteen of the stud:_tff:(67%) gained eight or more

months during the course of the practicum. Sixteen'(67%) gained one month

or more for each'month of treatment. The mean gain in comprehension for

the group was 1.88, while the biggest gain made by a student was 6.4 years.

The differencea in the pre-and posttest scores ranged from a low of

minUs 1.0 to a high of 6.4, a spread of 7.4 years. The pretest scores

ranged from a low of 4.2 to a high of 11.9, a spread of 7.7 years. The
0

range of the po est scores was from a low of 4.7 to a high of 11.9 years,

a spread of 7.2 years.

Since 16 (67%) students among the tutor experimental group made a

gain of eight months or more in comprehension, the criterion of 60 percent

as set forth Was met and surpassed; the treatment was, therefore, considered

to have been successful.
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TABLE 2

Tutor Experimental (High Readers)
Gates MacGinitie Beading Test

Grade Equivalent Scores
(1424)

1 D . Numbers
Vocabu1r Comprhnjon

Prctst o s 1 Prst Posttst Diff.

135728 6.0 7.6 1 6 5.6 7.1 1.5

135477 5.8 4 -1.0 5.1 4.7

180191 4 7.2 2.7 5.3 7.6 2.3

246065 4.4 5.0 6 4.9 5. .2

135157 8.4 8.0 - 6 9.5 2.7

135069 5.5 5.5
.

4 8 6.1 1.3

226164 4.7 5.5 5.1 7.6 2 5.

135341 6.8 7.2 6.8 7.6 .8

135377_ 6 8 7.6 5.8 7.1 1

135690 7 6.0 1 5 5.8 5 _

135055 6 5 9.3 3.0 11.9 11.9 .0

135691 4.8 5.5
,

.7 5.8 8.1 2.3

135078 6.0 6 8. 7.1 10.6 3.5

135348 5.8 6.5 .7 5 11.6 6.0

135080 5.5 6 2 .7 6 . 8 8.8 2.0

35081 4 6 1.3 4.2 10.6 6.4

135093 6.2 6.2 .0 5 4.2

135094 0 8 .8 7.1 9 4

135096 6.8 9.5 2.7 7 6 11 6 4.0

1 5643 6.2 .' 1 0 7.1 5.1 -1.0

135321 6.0 .2 6.1 5.5 .6



TABLE '11 continued)

IO

I,D. Numbers
oabular- Co -rehension

4 T±Y
POStteSt Diff. 4 etest _OsitteSt Di-

353004 5.2 ..2 1.0 4 5.3 .

135101 9.2 9.9 7.6 142

_J3510$ 6.2 8.=0 1.8

- 4

10.6 10 6 .

4.50Total

Mean Gain __.9_ 8
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Tutee Experimental j1DIL!azyocebulary: Table (see page 77) -zeveals

the tutee experimental group (N=21) scores on the Gates-MacGinitie Vocabu-

lary and Comprehension subtests. On the former subtest, pre-te7_-posttest

scores show that 18 students progressed, two fegr ssed, and one rem,-ined

the same. Eleven (52%) of the students gained eight monts or more during

the practicum. Fourteen (677) gained one month or more for each.month of

tutor ng instruction. The mean gain in vncabulary by Lhe group was .3

ight nths), and the highest gain made by a student was 2.5 years.

The differences in the 'pre-and.posttest scores raaged from a low of

minus 0.5 to a high of.2 spread of 3.0 years. The pretest scores

ranged from a low of 1.5 to a high of 3.7, a spread of 2.2 years. The

posttest scores ranged from a low of 1.6 to a high of 5.1, a spread of

3.5 years.

Since the tutee experimental group showed only 11 students (527,)

making a gain of eight months or morn in vocabulary, the cr _erion as set

..rrth was not me the treatment was, therefore, not considered to have

been successftd. Aaain, however, it might be noted that 67 percent of the

students did gain one month or more per one month of instruction when

six-month (rather then eight month) treatment is taken into consideration;

and in that l' ht again, the treatment might be considered successful.

Tutee Ex.erimental Grou o rehension: Pretest-posttest scores in

Table see page 77) reveal that of the 21 s:udents,. 12 progressed, seven

regressed, and two teMelned the same on Che comprehens _n subte,st. Six of

the students (29%) gained eight months or more during the oracticum. Eight

) I
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TABLE 3

Tutee Experimental Group (Low Reader_
Gates7MacGinitie Reading Test

Grade Equivalent Scores
(/%121)

Vocbu1ry Comprehension
T.D. Numbers Pretest Posttt Diff. I Pretest Fosttest Di .

135223 2.4 1.8

131666 3.5 -.1.7

135479 .0

180077 2.7 .7

127579 3.7 5.0 1.3

135421 2.6 3.1 .8

281405 2.8 2.7 .0'

135247 3.6 .9

135708 2.7 - .2

311578 2.9 .9

135473 3.7 -1.0

138704 1.4 4.6 1.2

.6 1

1 2.9 3.5 .6

135385 1.6 2.2 2.2 2.4- .2

135692 2.4 9.7 .1

135399 1.5 2.0 -1.0

195821 2.9 3.7 .8 9 .2 / -1.7

135362 2.7 4.4 1.7 3.6 4.9 1.3

135053 2.2 2.6 2.4 1-9 - .5

,
'125271 1.5 4.0 -,. 2.5

,

9 2

2.4 .5
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TABLE 3 continued

Vocabulary Comorehcnsion
Pretest

135429

135393

Pcsttest

5.1

4.4.5

Di _Pretest rest est Diff.

1.5 1

Total 16.9

Mean Gain

3 1
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(38% ) of the '=:tudents gained one monthor more for each month of instruc-

tion. The me gain in comprehension for the Aroup --s 0.1 with the
1

highest --g_ain being 1.8 years.

The differences between the c mprehension pre-and posttest scores

ranged from a low of minus 1.7 to a IC h of 1.8. a spread of 3.5 years.

The pTetE _ scores ranged from a low of 1.7 to a high of 4.9, a spread of

3.2 years. rhe posttest scores ranged from a low of 1.7 to a high of 5.8,

a spread of 4.1 years.

The tutee experimental group comprehen pretest-posttest scores

thus showed six students (29% ) making a gain of eight months or more in

comprehension during theperiod of the treatment. The criterion of 607,

gaining eight months was therefore not met?and the treatment was thus not

considered to have been successful. Even when the single criterion of

six months' gain for six months' treatment is applied, only 38% of the

students achieved that g'ain, and the practicum treatment could not be con-

siderad successful even in that li'ght.

Summary of Objective One: The Gates-MacGinitie pretest-posttest

scores revealed that the tutor experimental group on the vocabulary sub-

test, and the tutee eperimenta1 group on both the vocabulary and

comprehension subtests failed to meet the criterion as set forth. The

practic _ treatm&nt was, therefore, considered not to have been successful.

On the other hand, the comprehension subteGt scores of the tutor experi-

mental group met the criterion s,et forth and was, therefore, considered to

have been successful. However, since the treatment effected gains in only



one of four sets of subtests, thuattainin 4 th established

only one of four instances objective dne was coisidered not to,,have-been

reached.

As suggested previously, hoWever, the scores might validly be con-

teria

sidered in the light of the six months' rather than eight months' duration

of the treatment and the concomitant criterion of 60 percent of the

students gaining jne month per one month of instructin. The tutor experi-

mental group (vocabulary subtest) had 13 students (75%) the tutor

experimental group (comprehension subtest) had 16 students 677), and the

tutee experimental group (vocabulary subtest) had 14 students (67%) -eking

gains of one month or more for each month ul Uto ing instruction. Con-

sidering that the students were from an !,inner-city school and were very

low in reading, this amoun- of gain certainly pleased the author.

Data Ob

ObJective two of the evaluation hypothesized that the experimental

groups would show greater Achievement gain than the control groups. The

gains were measured from the, pre-and posttest raw score data for vocabu-

lary and comprehension from the Gates-MacGin tie Reading Tests. (GMRT) and

the rowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS). The raw score data are showm

Appendices 0 through V.

Statistical Desgp : In considering the type of -_atistical d- ign,

the Campbell and Stanley15 monograph was consulted. That monograph

uggested that a quasi-experimental design would work well, With groups

15 Ibid-Table 2, page 210.
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e non-equivalent. C-mpbell and Stanley advised using -analysis

covariance when regression might be a threat to the inte Aal validity

of the project.lb When _t-tests were run on pretest raw scores they showed

there was no significant differences in the groups. However, it was de-.

cided that even though che groups were initially similar, the analysis of

covariance would be the best design to use because of the possibility that

one group would lea faster han the othe-. That decision was buttresSed

by an understanding that the analys_Ls of cc ariance would give m _7 power

in th analysis of the results of the :.reatment. The steps outlined by

Winer17 were followed to find F statistic. The F statistical tables were

consulted to tind the level of sign icance.

The hypoO.eses were stated as null h- o heses_ that is, there would

diffe ence in the achievement of the experimental and'control groups.

The null hypotheses would be rejected at the .05 level of significance.

Handlina of the Data: Computer cards were punched to reflect the data

shown in Appendices, 0, P. Q. R, 5, T, U, and V. When _his was completed,

the cards were taken to the DISD Department of Research, Evaluation, and

Information Systems (R & E). A senior evaluator determined the type of

data needed for the analysis of covariance and prograrneed the computer so

this information could be obtained. The cardS were run through the pro-

grammed computer, which gave a prin out showing s-mmary statistics for

each group, test, and subte.st. The printout also gave the analysis of

16
Ibid - page 219.

17
B. J. Winer, Statistical Principles in Ex.erimental _peS_igh=, New

York: McGraw-Hill, 1962, pp. 578-594Y.



coveridhce suary resultsfor the group test,and'subtest. The summary

results are shown iu Tables 4 through 11. The analysisof covariance re-
,

sults is'shown in Tables 12 through 20.0

ummary of Objective Two: The F statistic showed that the experimental

groups did not gain more at the .05 level of significance than did the con-
_ Y

trol:groups in any category tested. In two categories the control groups'

gain was significant at the .05 level over the gain -of the experimental

groups.
_

The cr teria as set forth in objective t o were thus not met;..there-,-
,

fore, the pradticum was not considered to have been successful.
0

It might be well to point out at this point that Harry Stone School

concentrated on a non-g_aded basal' reading program during the.1974-75 and

the 1975-76 school year. The median reading percentile rank ior the sixth-

--grad.estudents in'1974 was 8.75.' Based:On the reading acoresc4theiawa

-Tests of Basic Skills adminiStered duringthe s'pring of 1976., the Median

-reading percentile rank had'increased to 12.0. The median percentile rank.

was based on large-city norms.

ue that the-percentile rata< was still very.low progress

had been made' and that was 'encouraging. Perhaps the Uograding of 'the basal_

reading prog am;caUsed the control group to do as well or better--th

experimental groUp

the

,This is merely a theory. There are no hard -statistics

to show that tbe basal reading program was the reason the control group did

wellin comparison with the experimental group.



TABLE 4

Tutee Summary Statistics
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests

Raw Scores
Vocabulary

Ex e imental

. Dependent Variable Mean 32.10

Covariate Meafi 24.86

Group Beta .5917

Standard Deviation-Dependent Variable 6.65

Standard Deviation-Covariate 6.61

Control

Adjusted Means

Tota1 Beta

32.66

32.91-

.7296

6 19

4.40

32.37'

.6356

Notel .Since the adjusted means of the .expertmental group was larger than
that of the control'group, any difference in the groupo' shown by
F wi's in favor of the experimental group.



TABLE 5

Tutor Summary. Statistics
Gates-MacGin4ig Reading Tests

Raw Scores
Vocabulary,

Experimental ontr

Dependent Variable Mean 34.93 35.42

Covariate Mean 31.50 31.23

Group-Beta .6758 .3944

Standard Deviation-Dependent Variable , 4.32 3.21

Standard Deviatian-Covariate '4.53 5.22

Adjusted Means 4 35.49

Total Beta .5097'

Note: Since the adjusted meaha of the control group was larger than that
of'the experimental'group, any difference in the groups shown by
F was in favor of the cont ol gngip



Tutee Summary Statistics
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills

Raw,Scores
Vocabulary,

Dependént Variable Mean

Covariate Mean

Group Beta

Standard Deviation-Dependent Variable .61

Standard Deviation-Covariate = 4 12

Adjusted.Means

Total Beta

12.05

.3;51

Note: Since the adjusted means of the control g oup was larger than
that 6f the.experimental group, any difference in the groups
shown by F was In favor of the control group.



TABLE 7-
A

Tutor-Summary Statistics
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills

Raw Scores
Vocabulary

Dependent Variahle Mean

Covariate Mean

Group Beta

Standard Deiation-Dependént Variable

Standard Deviation-Covariate
4

Adjusted Means

Total Beta

_31.17,

27.75

,8603

6.30

6.47

10.84

.7894-

12.31

26.96

.8850

4.53

32.61

-Note: Since the adjusted means of,r1la control group was larger,than that
of the experimental group, anY differende in the groups shown by
F was in ,favor of the control group.



TA.BLE 8

Tutee Summary Statistics
atee-MacGinitie Reading Tests

Raw Scores
Comprehension

Dependent Variable Mean

Coveriate Mean

Group Beta

Standard Deviation-Dependent V

Standard Deviation-Covariate

Adjubted Means

Totai''Beta.

iable

erimental

24.38

23.19

.8046

9.45

7.29'

,24.21

Co trol

-,28.91

22.64

..3314

5.78

6.56

29 07

.5873

No Since the adjusted means of the:control group was larger,than that
'of'the,experiMentel group anyAifferenoe in th-6-gtotpi shown by
p was in favor of the con rol group.
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'. TABLE 9

Tutesr Summary Statistics
Gates-MacGinitie,Reading Tests

Raw Stores
Comprehension

Dependent Variable Mean

Experimental.

43.67

Contol

44.08

38

.3424

3.90

5.08

43.75

COliariate Mean 38.79

Group Beta .5136

Standard Deviation-Dependent Variable 5.29

Standard Deviation 5.47

Adjusted Means 44.02

Total Beta
0

0-4: Since the adjusted.means of .the experimental group was i.arger than
that of the.Control group, any difference in the groups shown by F
was in favor of the experimental group.
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TABLE 10
(

Tutee Summary Statisti s.
Iowa Test's of Basic Ski ls

Raw SCOces
Compreheasion

89,

Experimental Control .

_Dependent Variable'

-Covariate Mean

Group Beta

Standard Deviation-Dependent Variable

Standard Deviation-Covariate

Adjusted4Meens

Total- Beta

22.57

18.10

.5533

8.02

6. 7

.4545

20.91

18.77 !

.Z823

8.00

4.64

20 76

No el I Since the idjusted means of the e.xperimental group.was,larger than _

that of the ,00ntrol group, any difference in the groups shown.by F
Was inthe experimental group
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TABLE 11
Tutor Summary Statistics
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills

Raw Scores
Comprehension

Dependent Variab e Mean
%

-_-Covar ate Mean

Group Beta

Standard Deviario -Dependent Variabla

Adjusted Means

4 4lotai Beta

,Experimental

41.71

39.50

.8877

10.51

8.77

Control

44.731

0..

-7.54'

7.81

Note: Since the adjusted meanS of'the control g oup wis larger thAn that
of-the ekperimental group any difference in the groups 'shown hy F,
was in favor Of the control group.



TABli 12

'Analysis of,'Covariance'Summary-Results
Gates-MACGinitie RessIting Tests

7 Tutee Raw.Scofes
Vocabulary

Source
of

Variation

Within Groups

Between Groups

Sum o
Squares

Meat
Square

-1172.61 29.315'

0.870 0.870

-

Degree,of
'Freedom

The hypothesis testadi -as that there was no difference at the .05

level of significance in the'mean reading vocabulary achievame of the

tutee &xperimental group and Che tutee Control group A5 measured by pie-,

and posttest raw sc res on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests. Ahsoluta

value _f F .(-030) is le.ss than the critical value of-F. (4.08),; therefora,,

the hypothesis that there would be no significant difference in groupa was

accepted.
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!TABLE 13

Analysis Covariance Summary Results
Gates-MacGinitie Beading Tests

Tuteejlaw Scores
/Vocabulary

Source
of

Variation
Sum- of

Squares

WithIn Groups

Between Groups

Mean.

2 Square
Degree-of-,

Freedom

8.272 47

5;166 . 1

The hypothesis tested was_that there was-no difference the .05
.

,

level of significance in the --an reading vocabulary achievement of the
c

-
tutor experimental group and the .tutor control group as,mg sured by pre-

and posttest raw scores on the Gates-MacCinitie Reading Tests, Absolute
/. . .-

valUe of-F (625) is less thanthe critical value of F. (4".08); thereiore,

the hyp-thesis that therawould be no significant difference in groups was

':accepted.



TABLE 14

Summary of'Covariance Summary Results
Iowa Tests.of Basic Skills

Tutee Raw Score
Vocabulary

Source
of Sum of Mean Degree of

Variation Sguares uere Freedom

Within Groups 589.79 .14.745- 40

Between Groups 31.611 31.611 1 2%14

.The,byppthesis tested was that there -as io difference at he

level ofs±gniflcance in the meanreadingvocabulary achievement of the tutee

1-5

xperienta1 grbupand the tutee control group es measured,by pre-and post--

test raw scores on the Iowa tests of Basic Skills, Absolute value of F

(2114) is less than ihe critical value of F (4.08); therefore, the hypothesis

-that there Au be no siificent difference between the groups was acCepted._

, The F of L14, although not signific favored the contrbl group.

1 CY8
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lysis nf Covariance Summary Results
Iowa Tests of ,Basic_Skills

Tutor kaw scores
Vocabulary:..---

.Source- =2 - - -.
of Sum of _Mean Degree of

--n --, -,,-
_Variation i Squares Squate Freedom_

hypothesis tested' was that there was no difference at the -.05
-

level, 6f-.significance.in the'mean reading vocabulary aChievement of-the --

-_,
-fitor experimental group and the tutor control group-as measured by pre-- , --_ .

_

-and poittatIraii-scores'Ort- the:Iowa Teats Or-Be-Vic Skilfs. Absolute'
- _

,Value'ok-F (4.32) is-larga then.fhe critical value of X (F.08); therefore,
-;

the hypothesis,that there would no difference was rejected. By referring

,to Table 19, it was determined that the adjusted mean of the control group_

a

was higher than Ttlat of the,experime group;- so the significant gain

-achievement favored the-Control gr



Analysis ofiCov4riance Summary Results
GatesEilacGinitie'Reading Tests'

Tnteb Raw Scores
Comprehension

_

Source
oF

Variation'
Sum of

Squares
IleanL Degree of

_

uare Frpedam

Within Groups 1810.63-

Between Groups -. 252.676

45.266 -_ 40

5 58

The hypothenis tested wasrthst there was no difference at the .05

16).al of àignificance in the-mean reading comprehension achievement

c -

the tutee-experimental.group and the tutee control group as measured-by

/-
preand posttest raw scores on.the Gates7MacGinitie-Reading Tests. Absolute

-value of F...(5.5 'is largerthan the critical value of F.(4:08); therefore, .

the hypothesis that.

_

was rejected at-the

there wo- ld -be no

.05 level

significant difference in the groups ,

The adjusted mean shown in Table 20; was

larger-for the-control grdnp; therefore- t signifiCant gain in achievement

favored the control group.

-.2anna
--"1"



TABLE IZ

ArialYsis of C6Variance Summary Results
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests

Tutor Raw Scores.'
Comprehension

ource
of

Variation
Sum'of

Squarea
_Mean-, .

,Squarp
Degree of
'Freedom .

-

Within Groups

'Between Groups

775.73

0.97

16.505

0.927 .056

The hypothesis tested was tha there was no difference at the .05_

level of signi Icance in the Mean reading comprehension aChievement of
-

.the tutor experimental group and tht:tutor control' group as measured by

pre-ind es on the Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test .

s

than-the critical Value of _F (4 08);,.

posttest raw a

-
Absolute Value

therefore

f P (.056)

the hypothesis that th re -would be noPsignifiC-ant difference

in the achievement was accebted.



TABLE 18
-

Analysis of Covariance S ary Results
Iowa Tests of Basic/Skills

Tutee Raw Scores
CoMprehension

Source

Variation
, Sum of
Squares-7

Within Group5
4

Between Groups

2 72.l91

41.542

Mean
Square

59.323

41.542

Degree of
Fregdom

40

Thelhypothesis tested waà that ther'e was no difference-at the .05

level.of significance,in the mean reading comprehension achievement of

the tutee-experimental group'and the-tutee control group as measured by-
.

'lpre-and_posttest raw scores 01 the Iowa-Tests of Basic Skills. Absolute-
.

value of F (.700) is less than the cr tical value of F (4.08);therefore

,

the hypothesia that there would-be nosignifccent difference in the
, _ _-

- achievement of the groups was accepted.



: TABLE 19

Analysis of Coyeriance Summary Resu
Iowatests ofL-,Basic Skills

-Tutor:Raw Scores
CoMnrehension'

Source
of_

Variation
,-_Sum of , 'Mean -pegree of
'Squares Square Freedom

Within Groups 2377.29., 5,0.581 :47

Between Groups-
6

Z. 216 122.216 .416

The hypothesis tested was that there was no difference at the .05
=

of significance in the mean reading pmprehention achievement of

die tutor experimental group lad he

pre7and posttest raw.:

tutor contro1grdU0 as- easured by

-ea on the Iowa Tests of BasioSkills. ,Absblute

--
valUe of F (2.416) e less than the critical-value of F (4.08)-; therefore,-, -- -.-, ,

.
. -

th4t therp would be no dignificant'differenOebetween-the
= -_ --

the hypothesis

oups was accepted. The T.' of 2 ,.416 although not significant, favored



TABLE 20

Sunmary of Absolute F
Gatd-s-MaoGinitie Reading Tests

And
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills

Gates -MacGinitie. Tests=o
Eeading Tests a ic Skills_

Vocabglary Conprehension Vocabulary Comprehension

Tutors
=

Thtees

..625 ,056 4.321 2.416
significant fa7rs

favors -= control
controls

, 5.582 2.144
significant favors

favors: _control
control

.700,

_ Acote: Enter F Tables-at Freedom of 1, N 40; Citical .T is 4.08.
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Analysis of Evaluation, -Objective Three

A statement made in the proposal said-, "Achievement

100

gains made by

tutees ill be compared "to gains made :by tutors. This will determine if
_

program is more beneficial to tUtors or:tuteta-.".

-Table 21 shows this comparison. 'The information shown in this tab

was taken from the-oomputer printout 7listing-aummary statistics for grade-
,

equivalency. On the Gates -MacGinitie Reading. Tents

test the tutors showed a!mean.srade equivalent:gain of. 9.6
=

vodab lary sub

months., while

the tutees showeet-a mean grade:equivalent:gain-of 8.7:months. The.tutors

thus:outgained the tutees, months.

On the GMRT cOmprehension subtest the mean grade equivalen ,gain

made by the tutors was 1.

The

That represented a sain

Uteesroup :gained 2.1 Months.

lay 1.67 o apprOximately one:year aud-seven_months.

al ost two years.

The tutors thus outgained the tutees

On the Iowa Testsof Basic Skills (ITBS) VoCabulary

s owed a gain of 5.8 month

a difference of 2.2 months

On the TIES

grade equivalent

btest'the tutors=
. ,

hild the tutee's gain,ed 3 months. This was

gain-by the tutors olier the-tUtees";

lsion subteSt-, the tutors showed a gain,in mean
/ _=..

es .of 1.1swonths %The tutees showe gain of:5.4:
. ;

months; This wa's a difference of 3-.5 months that the tut e,outgained the

.tutors during the course of the practicum.

SumMar o_ Ob'ective Three suMmarize, -the _-tors outgainedthe

tutees ofilioth the vocabulary an&thecOmprehension_subiestsof the GMRT-.

Irgy dlso outganTTHe tutees on t e vocabulary section of the
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TABLE-21,

Mean Grade Equivalent Gain Scores
EXPerimedtil Groups Only'

Vo-abulary:

-0ependeUt-.Variable Mean-Minus Coverjete Mean

Grodps
GatesMacGinti

Readifig'Tests
Iowa Test of
Basic Skills

Tutor
--; posttest

.

pretest.
6.99
6.02

6.48
5 8

Grade Equivelent:GaiU ,96- .58

Tutee
Posttest

T _ -
3.674 3.43

Pretest - 3.07

-Grade Equ valent Ga-in: .87 ci :36

w464m,o4.41114144....4.4

Tut -
posttes
Pretest

Grade Equivalent Gain.

Coinprehensiot

8.28
6.40

1.88

-e- 7

Posttest 3.27

0
pretest 3.06

Grade Equivalent Gain

5.91
5.72

.19

3=78
3.24

_
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The tutees outgainea the tutor$ron fhe.comprehension sectiOn of the ITES.
9'

_ These-figures indicated: hat the tutors gained more from the practieu

than did the tutees. [These data obviously included only the'exPe
= ,

groups.7

=Anal sis ef EValuation

/ \ .

The reaction of randomly selected:students to theprogram 4as epart

the evaluation. Each project teacher held a 'Class-'discussion with:the

_

,tutor and' tutee experimentel-;groups. In the discussion the teacher aiked

" -
"What.did yoU'likethe following questions: about.the program?" ."Why?"

-liould:you be willing to participafe in:a tutoring prOgram next year, even

if it were offered during your-,study hall period?"

The-students wrote their reactiOns tb the questions and gave them to'

,

'the:preject teacher without-a signature, The Probability was thatthe

;students would be more honest in,their appraisal' if this method was followed.

The pape_s of both the tutor and, tutee groups were' then shuffled together

d numbered.. iy using the table of random numbers (Popham18)t-five responses

were hosen.

students, with no, att-
.

respOnses a
,

cOrrectispelling, punctUation or'tentence

Student twivnge2:

Ikbelieve the program was a good idea for:-all pfus, I believe
-it was en ouraging,to the tutors too, likeMAyPe-while they

W. James POP-ham, Educational'Statistics,
1967, (p. 381): N,

New York,- Harper and Row,



ware-reading in Rewards and Secret they didn't really know
what the-meaning of reading was. But while they-were teaching
thetutees'- they learned a lot of things that they didn't know

9

or they didn't hear'abbut.

rf I had to pertesaiate in this PrOgrmn next year than to go
Study.Hall "I would!" because I.find it very interetting,

incouraging, pleasant and enjoying to help others if. others
try to help themselve

I have had a very nice year with my .utee. Although we went
through hardships. _My tutee was a smart guy. he went through
5 word-lists before he missedia word. I admitted he did candy
in gum, but he never put on the back of chairs or under tables.
He never did fight,,but he did run around the room playing.
But I broke up all of the nonsence.. Not only I taught him how
to read but I taught him displiline and self-control. No I do
not want to be a tutee next year. Not because I don't like"it
but I do not think I have the ability-to tutor.

--

-I Love it,a little but the teacher there give to much-work and
,becase there 'always boss and the give youwork sheet sava,tine.
it all right, 11;Ut like on friday the morn word to do your get to
reading there 'wpate boOk-I Hate-to reading- there whit book and
-when you finish:that,you got to do aomthing else .and they do'not
let you listen .to'tape sometine but-sometine it all right-but_I_
saMll aATE IT but I WILL come by and ldok atit sometime no
yill not give.up study Hall to eeach the toter!

I like the program because it helped me in. eading and plus we
got tojisten to tapes and work worksheets-and I. liked my tutor'
-and she vould not he:talking-to other tutor and she would alway
-give:.ut a spelling test, on ore word list, and if wamiss the

-

'word.she word.tell us to-makea sentence out of the -words'.
Thai's-why I like it,

. I would not'like to be
the studying.

th-13-1--MITirlYrarfarThdraiirr3F5ir-ei.E75,a-firt_iing SFER7'77
.want to do. Reading is'Iun once.yen know how tn rtad when you
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read'at whole story in the boqki C:Nete: This student''didnot
indicate whether-or not he,or She would be willing to be in:the,
tutoring program if it were ffered next year.3

Summary of Oblective Four: Four o t of' the five andomlyselected

responses Indicated the students liked the program. However- three: said

they would-,net. be interested in the program neXt year. : Oeaid.he or.

she woulcVtake. it , and one did not respond to that question.

Based on the responies given by the students, the program migfit be

_considered a success this year. Thera:is z_Ta-doubt aS to its sucoes

were it offered next year.

-ial sis of Evaluation Ob'ec i-e Five

The teacher reactionto the project was to be a part: _f ,_the evalua-

tion. At- the conclusIon of theopracticum -the project.,teachers weret ,asked

to write their honest impressions 'efm the program, either good or' bad. The

actual reports as submieted hy the teachers are

Y.

-
of repo by John- ,Prichett)1

-It was _fU. It was excLtin. I t was challenging. .1t was re
-warding e'Ven if poSttest scores were not -as Superior as I fere
they should have been. - .

_

Behavior problem students, .iri s me cases, -developed enough
responsibilitY to tackle thpir reading problems. Scores for

. a. few of my "1...pets indicate tremendous accomplishments. Be--
cause- of these gains , the program was worthwhile.

CPP

KY,

No program can bea success. without the individual's taking
the trouble to do it tight. Teams- which shouldered the load
and Ttook the challenge did succeed. Less aggressive individ-
uali Who tended to "play" at school may not have learned as

_tr7-15 a-7-5-earar-rd-of-EaLn., 4
"

19
John,Fritchett Seventh-!Gradq languaga.Axts d.SociaL Studies:

Teacher,.._Harry !One SchoOl, Dallas3. TeXas.
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Weakne ses in the program were discipline of self-(the team
had to work togethef), and the-second assignment sheet was
too flexible. yopils enjoyed thememo-pages,'first word
list, and basal reading.

T would tladly'accept the challenge ,of a tutoring program.
If not superior, it must be thought of as egual to-teacher-,
led lessons. Tpersonally feel, with.an'experianCed.teacher
leading it, the-program would.be far superior.

I liked this program very Much. The kids did a very goo4
job. I think it helped them all very'much.' Notonlyiñ
helping them.to read better,' but it improved their self-
image so much. There were some.people in there that
wonldn't_even talk very much. By the tiMe they finished
their program, they had made many more friends and were
participating in everything just because.they-weren't as

The students had more freddom to read what tIley Wehted to do.
They alsb:liked listening to the tapes. The assignment sbeet
gave.them short term goals to reach and I think this was good.

There are a few thing& I,would change. I wouldi have a little
more contr Iled classroom. The noise got loud-sometimes, and
I thinkif we had started out a little stricter, the progetm
would have een better.

Summa of O)ective Five Both Projet teachers indicated iked

the program. That is a plus for the project, as thp students pro ited from

-.the experience. Each mentioned some changes they would like t

they-Vere inv IVed-in- another tutoring program. FroM the reactions of the

=prOject teachers
j-

would class.fy the program as
.

successful.

20cay Spencer, Sixth-Grlde Language
oul-r-Prai-lasT

-td and Social Studies Teacher,



eas of Po sible Imrpvement

Mbre prior planning would havestrengthened the program.

106,-4

For instance,

more definite guidelines could have been established for.the student

m: agamentof the program.

Additionaltraining for tutors would have been helpful. _During the

Irst portion

e, were actually.doing the as ignments.the tutees we .e

9

the Project, the tutors did not know,exactly what to do.

supposed to be doingjiinder tutor -supervision.
-

There.was rainingfor-the project teachers. -Unless a.
-7

teacher is exPer_ended.inworking vith tUtors and tutees, two.:hours of
:

:strUction i6 Twe nearfy enough training for?them t_ knoW what.should b._.

done. a result, it was difficult for them to tell the tutors what

:do.: 9 the tithe h -d- project teathers ere no .as passive-as recommended

by the DISD-Instructional Fa- cilitator. It as difficult for them to give

up complete control of the classroàm. Further instruCtion of the :project
. -

tea heri would probably have enabled theMtd strike the happy. mediuMbe-

tween clarifying' tutor-tutee respon sibilitie and developing their own

f contribution to the program.

1;5

,abe projectwould have been LI:proved if. the tutors and tutees had

VPlunteered for the p4ogram. Sin e the students were chosen by sections,

a9ma had:no interest in tvtoring'from either the tutor orthe-!tutee

7A few displayed total-lack -f motivation thrbughout the project

_ces, the tutees resented the tuto

r to "tell me what

=



The tutoring peried of.oriell_ each day was_toolongThe tutors

. . &
could not hold the attention of the tutees for that period of time. When

_

the-I-instruction lasted bey9nd the attention span of thd-tntee-, the'tutOr,-
-

would lose his motivation-and more.9:less give up;

Organization and redponsihiliiy in the class oom were'not ressed

enough. For-instaneb
_

When the bell 'rang-to.end at the:clas peribd, the-'

studentS would leave- withoUt .raplacingtarAil in its proper place.

-,Though efforts wera made the student-rap,sessions to counteract sue
'9

problems certain Ilideline: shoUla undoutirt'ed have:been established from

the very beginning.

vva ion_ Su:ma

Evaluation of the program was made in five areds..2--The.firs was,

. . 1

reading achievement.in vocabUlary and'comptehension hyhe_ tUtee

experimental 4-oups. The goal was that 15 students
.,. . - 7

'60 percent, from .
- - .

=

each the experimental groups ould progress eight months 9r more in'
,

reading schieveme

comp ehension.

to meet the

0
Only the tutor,group met this criteri, m and_th4n only

Since'the results-from three 'gf-the four suhtest6 failed-

'
criterion set forth', Ole-first

to have been successfuU _f that criteriOn were amended to

percent of the students g ining one month

area teSted was

per onemonth of.inst
:L

ion; then the results

_

_

aconsidered not_

inthese reeding skills

he first 'area would

in this-area.havaproved the project.to have:peen successful

The second area compared on the Gates acGinitre Reading Tests

and the Iowa Tests of Bas.ic Skills CITES) in the vocabulary 4-and
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omprehension subtests r score's.

en6 signifidant difference

roupS and the experimental groups
. .

The hypothesis *26 that there would

the, mean achievement gains of the control

easured at--the level,-f eignifi7

pace. On six of the comparisons, the null hypothesis was accepted

here were no significant differences in the me
0

achievement gains o_

aeControl groups andthe experimental groups. On two _f the,comparisons
t

lere'vas Significantgaina-,:-but the'gaina Were in.favor Of the control

&oupS The establiShed

) it was not considered

criterion was,.therefoye,

to:have been

Area tbree involved reomparisons

,

successful.

of achievement gains madeloy the

rperi al-group tutOrs and tutielto 'deterMine which groUP gaine&the

)st benefit. The'tutors outgained the tutees on both vocabulary and dom-

ehension,based on scores from-the i. TRey also outgained the tutees:

the. Vocabul ry suhtest.-.p.

Le-comp-reftenSiOn'Section Of the

:perimental'group-t'UtorS :gained:
,

tees.
-

ITBS. The tutees outgained the tutors on

Results thus revealed that the

more from
-

the practicum than,*did their

Irievaluatineareafou, five randomly selecied ere- aiked

write answers.to specikic,questions, thus revealing

e pr oj e c . Four of, the -five studen said they 1iked-.thg.p4ogram but

thArlreactions to

iald not be interested in participating in a tutoring programnext year

sed on the
- ,

'

nsidered a

- In area

-

out their
.

eactions of the Students,'-±the,imPlemented

sucCeSs'.-

mm might be

five:the 'two pyojett teaOhers both submitted

reactionsto the practioun. iOth -ere enthusidstic about the

n reports-.

_



ut each listed some faults. - Their reactions however, indicated

that they believed Ehe practicum to have been successfu

Tjltimately.inwo of the.five areas evaluated, the project was

sidered not to have been succeseful. Evaluation of two:other areas

indicated that the project as successful. The -eMaining area evaluated-

was a compariion between the mean gains of the-tutor and tutee experimental
-

-

groups with no criterion set forth ad to which would achieve more.-

areas considered A t to have been.successful were tested by standard

Atatistical methods.- Those areas which indicated sUccess ware not- amen-
,.

-

able to such-unambiguous.testing. The result- of the former Must, there-

'
a result, thefore be considered to-have the greatest sttength.

_

praCticum may not be considered successfUl.
f:

mentioned in' the, abstract,-ithe object of the practicum was

two-fold: raise.the grade equivalent scores ofat leaSt 60 percent

of_both tutee and tutor experimental...groups by eight months and '(a) find

greater gains in the experimental grou0, than in a similar control group-with the .05 level of eignificance as critical. The practicum failed to

meet these objectives1; therefore, it mdet be considered, not to'have been

suc e-sful.

:CONCLUS IONS AND ,ECOENDArIONS

The overall'program was considered flat to have4been succ ssful.

The following recommendations emerged om this practicum:

Longitudinal, projects should be-conducted in order to determine

whaE the'majority of. the students need in order to learn-

f ectively under regular claisrooM instruction;
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The project teachers, program director, and InstrUctional

Tacilitator-Tut6ring Frograda should 'do more plInning prior to

the implementation af.a. peex tuioring program in a classroom.

- r
For example, guidelines must be established for effective class-

-

room organization- and.responSibilities.

Tutorand tUtee participation in the program shoulci.be voluntaryx,

notmendatory.

Additional t aining should be given the tutors so they would feel

comfortable working.with the tutees.

a. -Selection of teachers for the program Should be made after ca. eful

consideration of their personalities as well as their teaching

methodt. -SoMeteachers, for example, just cannot turn the Claas-
.

room:over to the students, even when_productive work is'going on.

Additionalltraining.ahould be arranged fot the project teachers.

They should besure f themselves and what needs to be dene when

,
the program-starts, rather than learning as the program progresses.

The tutoring program should'be supplemental to all-basal reading

Progr rather than in lieu of a specific basal program.

THER APPLICATION FOLLOW-UP

A copy of this report will be made available to the DISD Instructional

'Facilitator-Tutoring Programs (title has been.changed td analyst Tutoring)

h- -a ted five bother schools in April, 1976, on pilot tutoring prog ams.

The Facilitator has seen the statistics from this-report as well as-the

-
analysis of the areas neeaing improvement. Based on that information,



are already being made in his organization. For the school year

1976-77,-for-ekample,-the Tutoring 'Programs resource staff has been in-

to five in order.t o increase the availability of their4

instruction to teachers andotuto Aletter to all prindipals

announcing the increase is shown as Appendix W. One_
these resource

people was assigned to each sub-district within the:DIED. They have been.

:Ye/corking all summer on material and.pethods-of instructing-the tutors an

.teachers to obtain the beat results from a tutoring program, In addition
_ .

to being availablelfor Additional instruction they will Also be available:

_o help during dhe year any teacher whose _program/is not progressing

satisfactorily. This increased availability should prove tobe of great

:benefit to All future tutoring prograns within the DIS0.

5

_opy of.thia-report will also be sent to D 'Nolan Estes, DIED
--------

General Superintendent-of 5chools. This will be'done partly:because=the

report might proVe to7be

veil as for infoitional purpoSes,- and-liartly because the writer is proud

of thework.invested. in the:program7,-bythe students the project teadhers,

he'DISD Instructional Facilitator-Tutoring Programs, and the'vriter.

useful in planning for other-tutoring:programs as-.

Even
a

thou the,overall effort-was, considered as'netsuccessfUl as

measured by the practicum's established criteria the lessons learned

might help others,not to make the'same mistakes. Andi since 60 percent

f the students-in the exPerimental groups-in three categories made one.

month of-progress for.each month'of.instruction that Is considered to be_

definite Progress in an ihmer.city school. The writer probably learned
./.

more than the stndents the project teachers although there are no_ _ .- .

statistics _ prove'
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dallas independent schopl distric
1

-
November 17, 1975

Nolan Estes-
cenerai suoehrgencent

Based on Ehe latest information om Texas
attached letter) received in this office V
of the students on your CampuS can receive
ion.

Education Ageniw .(See
vember 17, 1975-,-e11
TARP and TAMP instruc-

'Iciti_.; are eligible fo r reading and % are'eligible for meth-
:Therefore, they -cah all be served.with the Title 1 Components .

I

i

I

Sincerely,

Geraldine DeOs
Coordinetor7TA



APPENbIX B

.stAtc poArio or EoliCA:TIoN

STATE COMMISSIONP1 OF -EDUCATION

STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION:

N vember' 2 1975

201 Ealt Eleventh Street
Austin. Tas

78701

057=905.:
1975-76:
_CAPA

-Mr. Rogers tartan, ASsdciate. Superie endent
Dallas Independent SchoOl District
3700 Ross, Avenue
Dallas, Teaa 75204

Dear Mr. Barton:

This has reference to Title I services for educationally
disadvantaged pupils .in,highly concentrated attendance-

\ areas. If the percentage of identifiededudationally,
disadvantaged vuu.ils is- 75% or greater, suCh services- niay-
be offered to- the total ollene-p6:.the patuiar
campus. Dr.-Rd6c6e SMith requested that I send you such
a ,statement.

Sincerely you

R. E. S0Jayton, Direct°
Diviston of Compensatory Funding,

,RES:st

1 9

.rptui;!,T7.

_



APPEIMIX B

HARRY STONE

Grades" 6-7_ .2ClassrooM Teachers 18
'ADA/Teacher index

ADM/Teacher Index. 22.89

Teacher Aides2

Average Da ly At endance" 367.61
Average Dairi, Membership' 411.96
Attendance Index 89.23

.TransactionS1',
. Mobility index -23a9

Parental Educat on Level3

PaMily Income3 $7 374/- 2 -

Sodioe

10.9 yrs. Heueing Valuation3 $17;000
Apartment Rental3 $120=-130
-Public Housing3 None

Major Zoning 4lassifieation3
Residential

_npmic Status 1114 cato-

eighbOrhood Ded iption3

Weli-maintained,paved.Streets -Streets need repair; stable.residential
ared; smailgrOcery, light commercial and,meighborhood centers; well-- .

.

intained and declining-brick or frame sing1 nd multi-family
_rousing, neW construction Of multiple.units; reilar. bus-ser-vice;
maintained and nnmaintained vacant-land; 2-or.mo pdrks with play'
equipment:,

e

<26 10
26-'-'35 42 .

36-45- : 35
46-55 10
56-65 3'

'>65

Teachin-g Staff-De

Race

Anglo 52
Negro .48

Mex. Amer. 0
Other 0

aphic Information

erience--
0

.49

6-10 -17

11-:20 31.

.21-40 3

psy of !the Pupil,ACcounting Office.

Courteiy.of--the Department:of

-
Research ReRprt 74-243.
were updated for 1973-7

4e-search Report 74-246.
in-percentages.

,Degree,

No Degree
A.A.
B.A. 73
M.A. 27'

.

Ph.D. 0

Thea_ a're 1973-74'figures.

ElementaryOperations. These-are-

These are based on 1970_census data-tbat,

These are 147 -74 figure and are reported

130.
144:



APPEIOD{ C

TOtor Exporimchtal. Group (High Read ing Level
Cates -MaeGini tie Reading Test- .

Prk- test

J-J-=1

Sub jec

A, G

B

B, T

B, D

B B

B,

C R

D, R

K

E, 'R

H,

J,

K, T

K A

T,

Vocabulary_

Raw Score

32

31

m rehension
,Raw Score

S uared core
Raw 'Score

uared

35

25

24

39

36

26

35

36

35

26

34

27

32

31

30

25.

32

024

961

1225

625

576

-1521

_900

676

1225

126

1225

676

1156

729

1024

961

900

625

1089

,1444

1225 ,

1089

1024

1

38

35

34

36

34

35

42

42

39

31-

50

39

43

38

42

29

36

43

44

43

40,

1444

1225

1156.

.1296

1156

1764

1089

1225

17 64

17

961

2500

1521

1849

1444

1764

.841

1296

1849

1936

849"

1600



AP-PENDLX Continued),

-Subjects

N

W V

Total

6

Mean 31.81

Vocabulary-
Raw SCore

Raw c -e Squared'

29 841*

41 1681

33 1089

827 26807

Comorehension
.

Raw Score
_ Raw.Store

48

1013

38.96

Sq_uared

1089

1936

2304

43143
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Tutor Control Group ( igh ReadthgLcve1
Gatos-MacGinit te,ading -Tes

Pre7te

Subj-dt _s

A,

B, V

B, S

C. A

C-, W

C D

-C,

C, M

F, I

H. D'

Mc C

Mark, .D

P L

P, S

Vo

Raw c- e

35

35

30

. 32

:31

27

22

30

2.3

31

30

42

29

7

34. 7

39.

35

28

31

abula
Raw Score
Suared

1225 -

1225

841

871.-

1089

960

1024

961

729

484

900

529

961

900.

1764

841

1225'

/84
961'

Com rehension
Raw Score

Raw Score S.uared

39 1521

9 1521.

40

30-

40

38

34

6

38

41

36

39

34

35-

47

43

f 49

45

48

36

1600

900

1600

1444

1156

2116

-1444

1681

1296

1521,

1156

1225

2209

1849

2401

2025-

2304

2025

1296

1521



Sib CtS

P, M

R, M

8,

W, A-

B

Total

N = 28".

_Mean'

APP_ D co:_ nued)

4.

= Vocaloulay

Raw.Sco

42

26

23

29

37 .-

873

3136

Raw Scorq
Squared

1764'

676

529

841

841

28250.

,1 4
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lomprehension

Ra ore
Raw Score-
S uared

47 2209

45 2025

1849,

42 1764

34 1156

49- 2401

1141 ,47213

40.75-



APPE/4DIX:E,

-, Ex 'ital.- Control Criimps,(High Reeding-IeVel
0ates-.MacGinitie-Rcading-Test'

o

119

.-

Vocabulary
Raw ,Scores

Control Group .ari_ental g_r_91.12

28 26

.Mean 31.36 31.81

liarian4e 26 61 20.-08

Standard
Deviation. .16

statistic -.341

4.48

Critical t(60)
. 2.00

Absolute vialue of tis _ iess than critical t, ,therefore, accept the hypo-

thesis the're.isino di ence_ir_l_aE211224_____:_______

Comprehensio
Raw.Scores

Cont ol,Group,

N 28

Mean 40.7

/
Varianc 26.57

Stinda d
Devia ion

psperimentel gERHE-

26

38.96

'58,01

,7;62

tAtlt,id- 1.03'

-Cri -IP 1- t(60 ) .
-'2..D0

--Nalue'of--t,ia-less than:critical t, therefore, accept the hypothesia-

-._i-there- is-no-difference ingroups. L



Tutee Experinrental. Group (Lowç, ding Level
Gates-MaeGinitie -Readth_ Test

Pre-test

: subjeCts:

1024

841.

441

Raw Score

20

-27

400

729

-529

625

1089

576

676

1156

961

225

44f

0

400

900

121

61

1369-

.576

841

484

484'

225

361

100

441

256

24 576

361

169

841

289-



_Score
Raw Score -S uared RaW Score-

hension
Raw Sdore

Scpiarcd

i5994

-361

576

1089

13415



1

-Tutee Control Group (Low Reading Level
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Test

Pre-test

bjects Vocabula
RA'W ScOre.

core 'S-uared,

-B, G

Cp E

30

C, R

C, J

C, L

D,

19

34

289

121

100

841.

841

324

484

21

29

D G 26

26

441

841

676

21

676

441- 13 169_

G, C

H, S

K, 0

L-

N,--B

28 -- 784

-23

31

34

22

961-,

115=6

4

961

441

324

961

961

26

34

24_

25

625

625.

729

8, P

31

29

529
-

256

961

720

,



G _i_ntinued

-Nocabn
-Raw ScCit

Raw Score arad

23 -529-

32 1024

28-

650. 18068

5, F

W, B

Barpr

N 2 4

Mean

--Raw c

16

/9

Com hansion
Raw Score
S uarad



APPENDIX H

Experimental -.Control-Groups (Low Reading Ievel)
GatesMacGinitie Reading Test

Vocabulary:
RawScords.-

Cantro
.

24

Group

.==

Standard
Deviatlon

t statistic

Critical t(50)

Value of t is less than critical t. Therefore,,the author accepts the
thesis there is no-difference.between rou-

20.17

4.49

'EXperimental'Group

1.27,

2.00

Mean

Variance

Standard
Deviation

t statistic

Critical t(60_ _

Value of t_is_less than critical t, therefo e, accept the hypothesis

there-is no difference ingroups.-

Comprehension-
Raw Score6-

,

Control Grout)

24

22.75

49.11

.513

Experimental Group,

24

22.63 .

41211_6

7.01,

.059



0

Tutee Experimental Group (LoW Reading 1, vel)
Iowa Test- of Basic Skills _

Subjeots Vocabul

Score

omprehension
Raw Score
Scuared

ay.-Score
Squared_ R w Score

B, D

14 _

16

196

196 13

49 18

20

121

64

. 121

36

121

100

256

144

64

144

9

225

256

81

22

5

18

18

14

15

00

16

14

24

06

1

30

, 196 17

141

,400,

400

169

324

484

324 -

324

196

22,5

256

196

576

256,

, 144

36

196

484

900

,289



APPENT) 1- (con ihued)

Subjects

T, E'

W, S

Total

N = 23

fl

-

Vocabular

Ra Score

00

08

218

9.48

Raw ---Score
S uared

64

2540

4 42

Com

Raw S ore

00

28

382 =

16.61

hension,
RAW ,Scou

S. uared

-784

7588
=

:r,



-Subjects

B, G

C, E

C, R

C,

C, L. A.

D, J

D, G

F, G

G,

--H,

-T=

N, B

R, N

: R G

R

R,

Tutee Control Group (Low Reading Level)
owa Test of Basic Skills9

Pre-test

3/ocabula

Raw S-core

11

09

16

09

14.

14

08

09'

,

10

06..

08

06

04-

11

09

14

08

14-

03

_ Raw Score
S. uared

121

.`85.

256

- 81

196

196

64

81

100-

100

36

64

361

14

r,121

81

-196

64-

96

09

_144-

143

out rehensfon
.Raw Score

uared-Raw Score

21

13

14

-17

22

26

_ 23

18

23

19

09-

20

18

21

20.

21 -

-17

22

23

441

169y

196

289'

484

676

. 529 -

289

324

529

361

81

400',

324

576

-441

400

441

-289

:.484

529



APPENTIK -ontinued

sUii e c tp -Vocabulary
Raw Score

uaredRaw Score

CornprehflSiOfl
-Raw-Score

Raw Score --- Sou ared

W, -B

W, Barry

Total
r -

N = 24

Mean

06

14

08

233

9.71

36

196

64

2533.

'09'

14

20

451

18.04

81

196 -

400

8949



Mean

APPEMDC_-K
.

Experimental.-- Control GrouP4 (L1W4J1cad:ing Level)
Iowa Test of Basic-Skills Read n

VocabUlary
-Raw Scores

Control Group

Variance 11.78

Standard
Deviation

t _statistic

Critical _t(60)

Experimental Group

23

9.48

21.53

4.84'

.193

2.00

Value_cif t'is less than critical ttherefore, accept the h_ otnesis
there isno differens2_in_gToups.

ean

'Variance

Standard
Deviation

statistic

Critical (60

Ex-erimental Group

-23.

58-;52,

7.52

_

Value of t is less than -critical t, therefore, accept the hyPothests'_ _
there is np-d fference in-the groups.



Subjedis-:

A, _

A,

B, T

B,

B,

B,

K

C, C

D, R

E,

, R

K, A

R

T A.-

ATPEIsME( L

Tutor ExPerimental Group (High Reading vel)
Towa.Test- of Basit Skills

Pre-test .

Vocabula
Ra core

Raw Sco_e S uared

729

17 .289

27 729

400

in ens ion

27

20

25

1

- 18

27

2

26

12

4

31

34

30

28

22

36

33

-625

961

324

729

1024'

.676

144

1156

961

1156

961

900

784

484

1296

1089

961

146

Raw Score

35

30.

20

33

46

3_

43

,46

39

36

52

35.

54

-37

58

38

Row Score
.S nared

1225

900

400

49°-

1089

2116

1-089

1849

2116

1521

1296 .

2704

.1225

2916

1369-

1936

.1024

.108p

3364

1444

961



%Sub jec

T, M

W,

W,

W V

Total

N 25

Mean

L. continued)

Vocabular rehensionCorn

Score
_Raw Score
-?Sonared a 'Score

Raw Score
Squared

24 576 . 43 18/a

_25 625- 7-36 1296

37 _ 1369,- 44 1936

35 1225 50 2500

693 20173 968 39614

27.72 38.72



APPEND11

'Tutor _ontrol- Group (qgh Reading Level)
Iowa Test of Basic=.Skilla

Pre-test

Sujects_ Voc..bulary_ Co rehension_
Raw Score Raw:Score

Raw Score Souarad Raw Score' Squared

C, A

C, W

C, .D

C, J

29 .

25

34

21 -

D

G,

H, D

J,1 E

N, IJ

Mc C

Mark, D

6

M, L

J

-P, L

35

36

30

30

2

1024

_729 .

400

841

625

1156

441

625

961

256

625

625

1296'

676

1225

1296

29 841-.

38 1444
. .

43 1849

45 2025

38 1444

44 1935

1156,

.900

35 1225

2 1 841

29 841

29 , 841

36 1296

46 21:16

28 784

47- 2209

49 2401

39 1521

6 2 1

2.400

1296



Sub jec _s Vocabular
Raw: Score

core Satiated

27 729 -

- 28 . 784

28 -784

21 441

34 1156

24- -.576

1444

773 22153

28

Mean 27.61



ENDIX N

Experimental - COnlrol Groups (Itig,h Reading Level)
. Iówa Test of Basic Skills (Reading)

Vedabulary
Raw Scores

:
.niperimental Group

1

kegn-

Varianoe

25

.- 27.72

40.13 '

_

/ Standard
6.33

a

t statistic

Critical 't (60)

Absolute valueef t is less than: critIcal t, =therefore, accept th*e hypo-
theiis there. is no -differ_!-;L:1_ jung:21:

Mean

Comprehension
Raw Scores

Variance

Standard
Deviation

t statistic-.

Critical t (60)

value of t is-less than critical
there "is ,ne difference in groups.



DC 0'

Tutee Experimental .Group (Low R#aders
dafe t-Mac Ginit e Read ing Tts

Raw Seeras

-ber ,_ -._ C eiiension
21 Pretest Posttst Pretest j Po-tt :t

20 3435223 21 33

31666 11

35479

30077 21 27

a7579- 28 8

35421 2 11 -18

1.1405,
i

3524T 2

15708 24 4 22

1578 26 6 4

15473 13

18704--

15385

6692'_ -2 19 20

6399== -12 27 , 10 14

-265821 34- 31 5 _

5062.-vi-, _ 24 -38_ 29 7

5271,-; '2-

-, -_

5429 -24

,

=-°'- 23

539 34

v

,

- - -.-__--

-. _
-,

,-,:. -__,-..,. ,



Tutee Control Group (Low Readers
Gates4.1acGinitie Reading ielts

Raw Scores -

Po s tt es

133132

'179857

135730

35345

211332

,229518

-135087

166519

36
26

23

40

35

42

41

23

29

32

135272

217105

125377

194316

287922

281407

135267

135402

-135280

131296.

_135507

1 68L

154404
,

5247'



137

APPENDEC Q

Tutee F.-xperimental Group (Low Readers
Iowa Tests of Basic- Skills

Raw Scores

. I.D. Number

135223

131666

Vocabulary

135479 14 18 17

186077 07 -r 40

127579 12 2

135421

.281405

135247

05 5 -18

12 18 18

13 18

35708

311578

13 19

15 15

135473c 00 00 06

138704 9 11_ 16 27

35385 06 14 9

135692 12 24 20

135399 0 16

195821

135062

15 08 4

16 15 22

-16

20

6

135053

-- 125271

09 30 = 28,

14- 18 '17

135429 08 1 23

135393 14 19 16 26



Tutee Control Group Low Reade s
Iowa Testa of Basic Skills

-Raw Scores

Vocabular
Pretest °attest _Pretest'

. 133132 11 1 16

135730

135247 12

135272-

, . 217105

125377

135280 -

131296 34

135087 12 16 23

135507 06 09 09 19
- /

_ -313681 14. _14 14 , ,17-,
t-

54404 . 08 20 24



Tutor Experimental Group (H gh Readers
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests

Raw Scores

Vocabolar rehension
Pretest

_37

27

36

13547

180191:

246065

135157

135069

-=== .226164

sttes

43

2

7

40

44

-50

135691

135081

13509

135094

135096

13564

135321

44



.140..

LPPE.ND

Tutor Control Group (High Readers)
Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests

Raw Scores

D. Numbe Vocabulary
retest Posttest

_C=.rehension
Pretest Posttest

135067 35

135141 -35 36_

-29

38 '39'

. 39

37 40

40 I

135119

135420' 29

135677 9

42

42

42

43

-4 47

3 35

_135678. 36

. 135071_ 31- -35

34

46

t'-40

48

135459 -27 6 6

180018 22 41 9

135183

148274

148404

0 31 6

23

1 35 34

135077

135713_

30

42

5

40

51

48

8 7 .50

3517 47

135693 7

195212 34

8 49

45 9

135082 42

135206 35

135128 28_

135504-- 31 38

8

33

_

_35095 _ 2

45

36

39

47

-44

40 s

43
=,

47

2728

6

-45--

s



APPENDTX T (continued)

141

'N = 21
Vocabular Corn rehensi--

Pretes

135220 23

Posttes

oo6 29

re:es

30

32_

5 7

4

PostteS

45

, 34 42
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A.PPENDLX U

Tutor Experimental-Group (High Readers
Iowa Tests of Basic ,SkIl s

Raw 'Scores

I.D. Number Vocabula ehension
21 Pretest Posttes

35728 27 28'

pretest

135477 17 19

180191 20 30

-246065- 25 30

135157 31 33

135069 18 20

226164 27 27

135341 32 6

135377
I-

135690 20

135055 4 37

135691 31 28

.135078 34

3

44

35

48 -

23

42 '

135348 31' 29

54

1 50 1

135093 :22

135094

135096':

135643

_ 135321

_4

47

49

28

66

53004

135101

135108-

_



-AITENDIX V

Turor Control,Group (High Heade s
Iowa Tests of Basic Skills

Riw Scores

-Vocabular
Pratest

25

22

Com rehension

37.-

32- 36

34

30

26

34



Cc

Pre es

50

37

38

rehensli_

Posttest

50

51



DALVS INDEPENDENT SCHOOL -DISTRICT
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 37013 ROSS AVE.

August 9, 1976

Alt Prindipals

Tutoring Staff

.The tutoringdepartMent will be better able to serve you during the1976-1977 sdhool year becaUse Of the addition of five .professional staff :wombers.. Each Resource Teacher - TUtoring will beresponsiblefor the,-,programs in one cif the five sub-districts.- Their names and assignments'are as f011owsz ;

Mary V.. Dunn
NorthWestPriscilla Watkins
SouthwestElizabeth Jackson
East CUffAlayne Nelson
SoutheastMary Ellen McElroy
Northeast

'These teachers Will be assisted by our Re -Urge Aides Tutoring:

Jackie Richardson
-Ruchele Evans

Pleaae feel free to call on apy of our staff ifwe may asist youany manner. Our new telephone number is 421-1386.

APPROVM:

Assistant Superintenden-
Instructional Services

_

Otto. M.- Fridia,

Assistant Super -tendent
Elementary Operations

,

161

ncerel

Jim Daniel
Analyst Tutor n

Georgd'Reid
Assistant Superintenden
Secondary Operations ;-,

onneSwnU
aistant Superi
t,Oak Cliff

ndent-
,
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